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ABSTRACT 
Macroeconometric modeling provides a concrete way to study the policy 
effectiveness for an economy. Although there are many macroeconometric models 
for the economy of Chinese mainland, very few emphasize on policy anlaysis. In this 
thesis, a macroeconometric model is constructed for Chinese mainland to evaluate its 
policy effectiveness. This model incorporates the error correction mechanism, which 
allows studying of the long-run relationships as well as the short run behavior 
between the variables in Chinese mainland. Data from the system of national 
accounting (SNA) are applied in this model so that better representation for the 
economy of Chinese mainland is obtained. The effects of policy shocks to Chinese 
mainland on Hong Kong are studied by linking an existing Hong Kong model to the 
China model. Policies such as monetary policy, fiscal policy, and exchange policy are 
analyzed in the study. Simulation analysis reveals that monetary policy is more 
effective than fiscal policy and exchange rate policy in the sense that the response of 
the real GDP to the monetary policy is the largest. This study also finds that the fiscal 
policy and monetary policy produce adverse effect on the trade balance through 
appreciation on the real exchange rate. Moreover, depreciation in the RMB has 
positive impacts on both the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong through expanding 
domestic demand and net exports. This result contrasts to the expectation of Chinese 
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Since its adoption of open door policy and market reforms in 1978，the Chinese 
mainland has been one of the fastest growing economies in the world. The success of 
the market reforms is reflected by the high growth on real gross domestic product. 
The real gross domestic product of the Chinese mainland has increased substantially, 
by an average of ten percent per year over the past two decades. The trade figures 
indicate the success of the open door policy. The degree of openness, which is 
defined as the ratio oftotal trade to gross domestic product, rose to thirty five percent 
in 1996; twenty years back, this ratio was only ten percent. Table 1 shows the 
relevant statistics. Much of the evidence shows that the Chinese mainland is no longer 
a self-sufficient and centrally planned economy. Therefore, local economic activities 
as well as the international economic conditions largely affect the economic 
conditions of the Chinese mainland. According to the study by Khor (1992), the 
Chinese mainland had experienced three macroeconomic cycles since 1978. This 
structural change has aroused the interest of academics to discuss the local 
macroeconomic management of the Chinese mainland. After the Asian financial 
crisis in 1997，this kind of discussion has been extended into the implications for 
exchange rate policy. In economics, a good way for discussing the implications of 
different policies is based on the analysis of a well specified macroeconometric 
model. A good example is the marcroeconometric model for Hong Kong economy 
built by Chou and Lin (1994). This model has been used to derive the policy 
implications for the economy of Hong Kong. For the economy of Chinese mainland, 
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various macroeconometric models were constructed. However, only few of these are 
used to derive policy implications. 
Objectives of the Study 
The objectives of the thesis are twofold. First, to construct an annual 
econometric model for the Chinese mainland using the System of National 
Accounting (SNA) framework with error-correction mechanism. Second, in order to 
analyze the economic connection between the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong, this 
econometric model will be linked to aHong Kong macroeconometric model, and then 
perform various simulations for policy analysis. Specifically, the following issues are 
of interest: the effectiveness of fiscal policy and monetary policy of the Chinese 
mainland; the impact of depreciation of the Chinese currency, the Renminbi (RMB), 
against the US dollar on China and Hong Kong, and the impact of trade linkage 
between the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong. 
Prior to 1990, it was a common practice to use the data from the Material 
Production System (MPS) to formulate macroeconometric models for China. For 
example, Wang et al. (1993) collected twenty econometric models for China from 
various institutions, including the project LINK China model built by Wu, Liang and 
Zhang. However, using the data from the MPS to construct econometric models 
always understates the level of economic activity since the MPS ignores the 
contributions of 'non-material' economic activities to the economy. In other words， 
most economic contributions from the service sector are ignored. With regard to the 
fact that the service sector becomes more important in China, problem of omitting this 
sector becomes more serious. In order to give a clearer picture for the economy of 
China, it is worthy to build a macroeconometric model for China by using the SNA 
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instead of the MPS data. — — 
In recent years, error-correction model represents the most popular approach for 
economic modeling since error-correction mechanism allows incorporating both the 
economic theories relating to the long mn relationship among variables and short-run 
disequilibrium behavior. The error-correction approach has been well applied to study 
problems relating to various aspects of the Chinese economy. For example, the 
money demand function estimated by Chow (1987b); the consumption function 
estimated by Qin (1991), and the investment function estimated by Sun (1998), were 
modeled by the error-correction approach. However, for macroeconometric models 
built for China, only the study by Tsang and Ma (1997) incorporates the error-
correction mechanism. Hence, one of the objectives of this thesis is to construct an 
error-correction model for China. 
In line with the remarkable economic growth in the Chinese mainland since 
1978，there have been impressive increases in trade, investment, and other economic 
relations between China and Hong Kong. Sung (1991) emphasizes various roles of 
Hong Kong in China economic development, in particular, Hong Kong serves both as 
a main financier for China investment and also serves as a major trading partner for 
China trade. However, these linkages between the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong 
have not been formally modeled in the existing macroeconometric model for China 
(see, for example, Tsang and Ma, 1997). Attempts are made in this thesis to build a 
model that incorporates the economic linkages between the Chinese mainland and 
Hong Kong so that more interesting economic issues can be studied. 
Fair (1984) points out that the most useful way of examining the properties of a 
model is to perform dynamic multiplier analysis. On the one hand, dynamic 
multiplier analysis provides insight for policy implication, on the other hand, dynamic 
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multiplier analysis can reveal the—stability of the econometric model. A set of 
dynamic multiplier analysis will therefore be performed in this thesis. 
With respect to the estimation of the econometric model, the two stage least 
squares (2SLS) technique is widely applied because the estimators from 2SLS are 
consistent. Owing to this desirable statistical property, 2SLS method will be used in 
this thesis. 
Chapter two is a literature review on studies for macroeconometric models for 
the Chinese mainland. Chapter three discusses the building of the error-correction 
model. Several tests such as unit root tests, structural break tests and co-integration 
tests, will be performed prior to the construction of the error-correction models. In 
chapter four the Hong Kong model is linked to the China model. Simulation analysis 
is performed in chapter five. Chapter six concludes the thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE LITERATURE REVIEW 
This Chapter mainly discusses the existing literature and provides some 
theoretical and empirical insights for the construction of the China Macroeconometric 
model. 
Chow (1987a) outlines a macroeconomics model for China. Many modern 
economics theories are incorporated in this model. For example, the wealth efFect for 
household consumption is introduced in the model by adding money stock in the 
consumption function; the money demand function is modeled as a portfolio choice 
between money and bond. Because of the lack of data, only a handful of the 
equations in the model are estimated. 
Klein and Liang (1989) develop a macroeconometric model for China. The 
Klein-Liang model captures some economic characteristics of China. For example, 
the model captures the idea of surplus labour argument in the production process: the 
authors suggest that capital stock is the limiting factor of production. Moreover, the 
authors also give the idea that China uses its export earnings to purchase highly 
productive capital, and material imports that aid in the domestic production process. 
Although the studies of Chow (1987a)，and Klien and Liang (1989) give some 
important stylized facts about China, there are limitations. Firstly, the consideration 
of statistical property of the estimators is ignored. All the estimated equations are 
performed by the ordinary least squares (OLS). Secondly, the orders of integration of 
variables, that is, the stationarity property of the variables are not taken into 
consideration. Thirdly, the data used are extracted from the MPS system, which may 
not fully describe the Chinese economy when compared to the SNA system. 
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Tsang and Ma (1997) try to overcome the limitations of pervious studies. They 
model the Chinese economy by using the data from the SNA rather than the MPS. 
This can improve the representation of the model for the economy of China. Besides, 
they also incorporate the error-correction mechanism to model China economy. The 
most important contribution ofTsang and Ma should be the simulation analysis on the 
impact of foreign capital to China. They show that a substantial reduction in foreign 
capital will lead to a decrease in real gross domestic product (GDP) in China. 
Although Tsang and Ma significantly improve the modeling technique for Chinese 
model, their study suffers from some limitations. Firstly, although the model ofTsang 
and Ma aims to overcome the limitation of the MPS, it cannot fully solves the 
problem. Most of the equations for domestic demand still use the MPS data with some 
manipulations. Therefore, errors in variables may result. For example, Tsang and Ma 
admit that there is an upward bias in the private consumption series. Secondly, Tsang 
and Ma obtain their estimates by OLS, which gives inconsistent estimators. Thirdly, 
the simulation results of the study reveal that their model is not stable since there is a 
tendency for the simulated paths of the variables to diverge progressively away from 
the actual paths. For example, fifty percents reduction in foreign capital from 1980 to 
1991 produces large percentage deviation of real GDP from actual values, in 
particular, the GDP series decreases from -0.4 percent to -9.7 percent, progressively. 
Umezaki (1998) develops a prototype econometric link model for China and 
Hong Kong. Some of economic relations between China and Hong Kong such as 
trade linkages and financial linkages are modeled in this model. Umezaki makes 
several contributions to the modeling of the Chinese economy. Firstly, Umezaki 
applies the SNA data to his model. Secondly, 2SLS method is used for obtaining 
consistent estimators. Thirdly, the simulation shows that depreciation in the RMB has 
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-positive impacts on both China and Hong Kong through expanding domestic demand -
and net exports. However, the study of Umezaki fails to test the order of integration 
of variables, that is, the stationarity property of the variables, which may produce 
spurious regressions. 
In conclusion, there are some existing literature on the macroeconometric 
modeling on China. Different authors emphasize different aspects for the construction 
of macroeconometric model. For example, Chow (1987), Klein and Liang (1989) 
emphasize the theoretical development of China model. Tsang and Ma (1997) put 
emphasis on econometric technique and simulation analysis. Umezaki (1998) focuses 
on the trade linkage between China and Hong Kong. It is worthy to incorporate all 
these aspects into a macroeconometric model and this is the main task ofthis thesis. 
一 
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—— CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY 
As this thesis aims to construct an econometric model for China with error 
correction mechanism. Several tests will be performed in order to examine the 
stationarity property of the variables in the model. They are unit root test, co-
integration test and structural break test. In this Chapter, these econometric techniques 
will be discussed. 
Error Correction Model 
The error correction model (ECM), first introduced into the econometric 
literature by Sargan (1964) and popularized by Davidson, Hendry, Srba and Yeo 
(1978). The main characteristic of ECM is the notion of an equilibrium long run 
relationship and the introduction of past disequilibrium as explanatory variables in the 
dynamic behavior of current variables. The recent revival in popularity of the ECMs 
has been based on the demonstration by Granger and Weiss (1983) that if two 
variables are integrated of order one and are cointegrated, they can be modeled as 
having been generated by an ECM. 
The concept of cointegration was formally introduced by Engle and Granger 
(1987). The formal analysis begins by considering a set of economic variables 
r^ = (^1/>½,- -,^^,)' where t - X,...,T, in long run equilibrium when 
P\^\t ^Pi^2t-^y-.^Pn^r,t = 0 . The deviation from long run equilibrium called the 
equilibrium error (e , ) such that e^  = px(. p is a vector such that p = {p^,p^,... ,p^). 
If the equilibrium is meaningful, the equilibrium error process is stationary. The 
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components of the vector x, are said to be cointegrated of order d, h： denoted by 
X, ~ CI{d, b) if the following two conditions are satisfied. First, all components of 
X, are integrated of order d, denoted by I{d). Second, there exists a vector 
P = {P„P^,...,P„) such that e, =y9^, is 7 ( ^ / - ^ , w h e r e b > 0 . 
Engle and Granger (1987) apply the Granger Representation Theorem, and show 
that any cointegrated series have an error correction representation. For example, if 
the set of economic variables x, is x,�C/(1’1)，then there exists an error correction 
representation such that 
� P 
Ax, =7To +7Df,_, +Y.7r,Ax,_^ ’ 
/=1 
where Tv^  = an (n x 1) vector of intercept terms, 
7T. = an (nxn) coefficient matrices, 
7T = a P \ and a = {a^,a^,...,a^)， 
p is an integer such that 0 < p < T. 
The vector p contributes the long run relationship among the set of variables x^. 
a is a vector of the speed of adjustment coefficients, which have important 
implications for the dynamics property of x,. 
Unit Root Tests 
Unit root test plays a main role in the co-integration analysis. It is used to 
determine the order of integration of the variables and the stationarity of co-
integrating vector. In this thesis, three different approaches of unit root test will be 
performed. They are Augmented Dickey-Fuller test, Phillips-Perron test, and the 
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modified version of Augmented Dickey-Fuller test. 
Most of the pervious studies use the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root tests 
which were proposed by Dicky and Fuller (1979, 1981). The 
following highlights the procedure of the ADF test: 
The ADF test statistics are based on the OLS estimation of specified regression 
equations. For a time series y,, there are two forms of specification of regression 
equations: 
^ A a i ) 
Av, =a,+a,y,_,+2lrAy...+^, 
1=1 •• 
^ A � 0 -2 ) 
Ay, =a ,+a^>^, . ; +a^t + l^yAy.-i +s , 
/= / 
wheree, for t = 1，...，T is assumed to be white noise. Equation (3.1) is with constant 
and no trend while equation (3.2) is with constant and with trend. Equation (3.2) is 
used only if the t-statistic of the trend variable is significant for 10 percent 
significance level or better. The number of lagged terms p is chosen to ensure the 
errors are not correlated. In this thesis, the maximum number of lagged terms p be set 
to four. Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) is as a guide for selection of the p. The test 
statistic is the t-statistic o f a , {t^,). The null hypothesis i s a , = 0 and the alternative 
hypothesis is a , < 0. When a^ = 0，the series 兄 is non- stationary, otherwise, it is 
stationary. Since the null hypothesis assumes that 乂 is a non-stationary series, the 
standard asymptotic distribution cannot be used. Cheung and Lai (1995a) perform 
Monte Carlo experiments to generate the lag adjusted critical values. These critical 
values will be used in this thesis. 
Phillips and Perron (1988) suggest an alternative test for unit root testing. The 
methodology ofPhillips-Perron (P-P) test is similar to ADF test. The only different 
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will be used in the study. 
The DF-GLS test is based on a detrended data series, y : . The detrending process 
depends on the assumed data generating process. DF-GLS test allows for two 
different data generating processes. One is with constant and without trend, another is 
with constant and with trend. For any series y , , the detrended data series y^ is 
obtained by 
. ; = . . - . P (3.4) 
A , _ 
where P is a vector of coefficients from regression of y, oh z, . The series 歹,and 
?, are defined as y, =[y,, (l-pL) y, .••., (I-pL)yJ and 
�=[Z|,(J - pL)z^,...,( 1 - pL)z^ ]', respectively. L is a lag operator such that Ly[= 
yt-j. 
Defines z, = (1, t) for t = 7,.... 7"whenseriesy, isawith trend series. Defines z,= ( l ) 
• ^ 
for t = 1,..., n when series yt is a without trend series. The parameter p is 1 + —. 
n 
ERS (1996) suggest that the parameter c be set to -13.5 for testing with time trend 
series and c be set to - 7 for testing without time trend series. The test statistic for 




The null hypothesis for equation (3.5) isa^ = 0 and the alternative hypothesis i s a , < 
0. The test statistic for DF-GLS is given by the t-ratio of a , (/^,). Cheung and Lai 
(1995b) perform Monte Carlo experiments to generate the lag adjusted critical values. 
These critical values will be used in this thesis. 
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Cointegration Tests 
Co-integration test plays a main role in the error-correction model. It determines 
if the variables under consideration have a long run relationship. The long run 
relationship among the variables is usually suggested by some economic theories. 
Therefore, the co-integration test allows testing the existing economic theories 
empirically. If all variables are in same order ofintegration, two approaches of test are 
commonly used: Engle and Granger (1987) propose a residual based approach for 
testing co-intergration. Although Engle and Granger (1987) procedure is easily 
implemented, it does have a important defect. According to Enders (1995, Chapter 6)’ 
for Engle-Granger procedure, the estimated long run relationship among variable 
under consideration is variant to the choice of the variable selected for normalization 
in finite sample estimation. This problem becomes more serious if three or more 
variables are under consideration. This problem is solved by an alternative approach 
developed by Johansen (1988). Johansen suggests a maximum likelihood approach 
(ML) to perform the co-integration. The estimation result is invariant to the choice of 
the variable selected for normalization. However, Cheung and Lai (1993) study the 
finite sample properties o f M L test and shows that the ML test biases toward finding 
co-integration too often. 
In addition, Pesaran & Shin (1995) and Pesaran, Shin and Smith (1996) develops 
an autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) procedure to test co-integration. The ARDL 
approach allows that variables with different orders of integration are co-integrated. 
The following presents the procedure of ARDL approach. 
Equation (3.6) presents the format of an ARDL (p，c]\, cjj, . . . ， ( / k ) model; 
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<P{L,p)y^ = fji(L,cj,)x,,+S'W| +u,， （^6) 
;=i 
Where 
^KZ ,^/?) = l-<^^-<M^2— — � p " (37) 
A(4^,) = Ao+A,^+- + A,/", i=l2,...,k, (3.8) 
L is a lag operator such that Lyt =yt-u ^t is a 5 x 1 vector of deterministic variables. 
The ARDL procedure involves two stages. The first stage is to determine iflong 
run relation among the variables under consideration. This is done a by F-test. For the 
ARDL {p, qi, q2,..., cjk) model, the F-statistic bases on the following regression 
equation: 
k 9i k (3 g\ 
Ay, =^0 + S Z ~ � + S ^ / ^ M +^^-丨 +"' • 
/=丨 /=l /=l 
The null hypothesis that ‘non-existence of the long run relationship，is defined by 
/ / , : 5 ^ = 5 , = 5 , = . . . = 5 , = 0 
against 
/ / , :S^ ^ 0, for / =人…，k andy, 
The relevant statistic is the F-statistic for thejoint significance of S,, i = /,..., k. This 
statistic has a non-standard distribution irrespective of order ofintegration of 
variables. Pesaran, Shin and Smith (1996) compute the finite sample critical values 
for variables belongs to integrated of order zero and one. If the null hypothesis is 
rejected, then the second stage of ARDL procedure can be perform. 
The second procedure of the ARDL approach requires the estimation of 
different ARDL models. The possible values o f p ,仏 and i a rep = /’.... m\ cj, = 0, 
人…，m and i =/,... , ^ for which m is the maximum lag. The total number ofARDL 
models needs to estimate is(m + 1广'.One ofthe {m + 1)“, models is thus chosen by 
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the model selection criteria AIC. Based on the selected model, the long run 
coefficients for the response o f > to a unit change in x" are estimated by 
. A ( u ) k ^ h ^ - ^ k , = i 2 k (3.10) 
C7. — ~； — 〜 A A ， ‘ 1，— . • . , ^ 
^ 0 , p ) \_<t>\_^i-〜一^-p 
where p and q,, i = 1，..., k are the selected values o f> and q, i = 1,.... k. The long-
run coefficients associated with the deterministic or exogenous variables with fixed 
lags are estimated by 
- _ kpAJh> -.qk) (3.") 
Y — ； A ^“ 
H \ 一(^—…一^> 
where S{p,q^,q^,...,q,^) is the estimate of 5 for the selected ARDL model. 
The error-correction model associated with the ARDL(p,^/, ,c/, , . . . ,^J model is 
obtained by rearranging (3.6) in terms of the lagged levels and the first differences of 






w, = Aw, + w,_, 
X" = Ax" + x,.,,_| 
i-i 
^,,-. = Xij-�-Jl^u-j，^ = I，2’ .... cjj 
y=i 
Substituting these relations into (3.6) gives 
k P-l k q,-l C3 p ^ 
Ay, = -^，^£C,—, + X A o A x , + ^ ' A w , - Y j > t - i - Z Z f ^ : ^ u - j +" , . 
f=i ;=i (=1 j=\ 
where ECt is the correction term defined by 
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^ . 
EC, =y,-JlO.x,,-ip'w^ . 
(=1 
A « � 
Recall that ^ ( l ,p ) = 1 - ^ , -¢2 - - - - ' ^p^ which measures the quantitative importance 
of the error correction term. The remaining coefficients, ¢,) and p :” relate to the 
short-run dynamics of the model's convergence to equilibrium. These are given by 
f\=^i>+^-p-\+� + ^3~^^i 
¢2 =^p+^p-l + — + ^ 3^ 
： ： •• -
« • • 
fp-\ : h 
and, 
A ; = A , 4 , + A . < j r i + - + A , 3 + A , 2 
A W , ’ � , + A , 4 - i + - + A,3 
• • • 
• . • • • • 
« 
B\ , = B. - • "i.<h-� '^.¾ 
The estimates^,, and v> are computed by relations (3.10) and (3.11). 
Structural Break Tests 
Testing for structural change is very important for unit root test as well as 
cointegration analysis. According to Enders (1995), whenever performing unit root 
test, if there are structural breaks, the unit root test statistic biases toward the non-
rejection of unit root. If the consideration of structural break is ignored in co-
integration analysis, then, co-integration test biases toward that there is no co-
17 
integration among the variables. 
Zivot and Andrews (ZA) (1992) suggest a test for testing a unit root against the 
alternative of stationarity with structural change at some unknown point. The ZA test 
considers three kinds of parameterization. They are 
P (3 13) 
乂 = /V ^e'DU,(i) + h + «'>',-1 + Z ^ > ^ - ; + 4 
y=i 
P (3 14) 
少 , = Z + P^ t + f ' D T： ( i ) + a ^ M + Z S A v , - y + i • 
y=i 
汽 p - (3 15) 
少,=厂 + e'DU, ( i ) + p't + fDT： {X) ^a'y,_, + Z巧^^.-； + � 
;=i 
where X = TsIT is the break fraction (7^ is the breakpoint); Z)(/,(A) = 1 if t > 72, 0 
otherwise; DT*{^) -t-TX if t > 72，0 otherwise. Equation (3.13) represents a 
"crash" model which allows one-time change in level of the series; Equation (3.14) 
represents a "changing growth" model which allows one-time change in the slope of 
the trend function and Equation (3.15) represents a "mixed model" which allows one-
time change in both level and slope of trend function. 
The estimation scheme o f Z A test is to choose the breakpoint 7^ that gives the 
least favorable result for the null hypothesis. To formally test the existence of 
breakpoint, X is chosen to minimize the one-sided t-statistic for testing a ' = 1 , i = A, 
B, C. The test statistic o f Z A test is defmed by 
/ . [ i ; j = l n f ^ , W 
where 八 is a specified closed subset of (0，1). The breakpoints and minimum t-
statistic are determined as follows. Estimate equations (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15) by 
T 2 T -1 
OLS with the break point fraction, X -今,ranging from — to 丁 . For each value 
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-
of X , a /-statistic for testing a ' = 1 is computed. The determination of number of 
lagged term p is as follows: First, specify the maximum number oflag te rms,厂_ . 
In this study, p ^ is set to be four. For each value of X ’ p is chosen by the model 
selection criteria AIC. The minimum /-statistic inf t , {A) is the minimums of the 
义€八 a 
over all T-2 regressions and the break years are the years corresponding to the 
minimum /-statistic. The null of a unit root is rejected if 
inf/^< W < ^Ua 
where 心口 denotes the size a left-tail critical values from the asymptotic 





MODEL SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATION 
The specification of the equations in the linked model will be discussed in this 
chapter. The linked model consists two models: the Hong Kong model, and the China 
mainland model. The model for the Chinese mainland, called the China model, will 
be presented in more detail in both specification and estimation. 
Prior to the presentation of the linked model, it is worthy to mention the 
estimation procedure for the Chinese mainland model is discussed. In the first stage, 
unit tests are performed for all variables, so that the order of integration of the 
variables can be determined. Table 3 presents the results of unit root tests. Then, 
structural break test is performed for all endogenous variables, and Table 4 presents 
the results of structural break test. Then, unit tests are performed for all estimated 
cointegrating vectors, so that the stationarity of cointegrating vectors can be 
determined. Table 5 shows these results. The data sources for the China model are 
discussed in Appendix B. 
The Hong Kong Model 
The Hong Kong model is a modified version of the ERC econometric Model of 
Hong Kong economy constructed by Chou and Lin (1994). Most of the equations in 
the Hong Kong model are similar to the corresponding equations in the ERC model. 
The Hong Kong annual model contains a total of thirty-three stochastic behavior 
equations and thirty-seven identities. There are seventy endogenous variables and 
ninety-eight exogenous variables. The model is basically a Keynesian one, 
emphasizing real sectors rather than monetary ones. The model includes seven 
sectors: they are namely private consumption, fixed investment, foreign trade, 
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manufacturing and labour, price, monetary and fiscal sectors. 
Private Consumption 
Private consumption consists of 5 equations, of which one is an identity and 
four are stochastic behavioral equations for private consumption expenditure on 
durable goods (CPD), private consumption expenditure on food (CPF), private 
consumption expenditure on non-durable goods (CPN) and private consumption 
expenditure on services (CPS). 
The equation for private consumption expenditure on durable goods (CPD) is 
determined by real GDP (GDPMP) which proxies the income level. The real GDPMP 
both affects the CPD in the short-run and long-run. 
The equation for private consumption expenditure on food (CPF) is also in error 
correction form, where CPF is determined in the long-run by real GDP (GDPMP) and 
a dummy variable which accounts for special years. 
The equation for private consumption expenditure on non-durable goods (CPN) 
is in error correction form, where CPN is determined by real total domestic demand 
(TDD) in the short-run and long-run. A dummy variable is added to account for 
business cycles. 
The equation for private consumption expenditure on services (CPS) is 
determined by the real GDP (GDPMP) in the short run and, a dummy variable is 
added to capture the business cycles. 
Private consumption expenditure on goods other than the expenditure in 
domestic market (CPO) is an exogenous variable and only included in the identity 
linking total private consumption expenditure (CP) and its components (CPD, CPF, 
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CPN CPS and CPO). The five equations of the private consumption sector can be 
written as: 
- ( 7 ) = _ H ^ ^ ) . K ^ f ^ ) ( T ) _ , ) _ 
A > n ( ^ ) = M . n ( ^ - , . ' " ( ^ ) - - ™ (H2) 
N iV 1� 
A l n ( 7 ) = _ n ( Z ^ ) ’ l n ( 7 ) , l n ( T ) _ ” - a W ) _ 
一 宇 ) _ - 爹 ( 华 辦 ） _ 
CP = CPN + CPS + CPF + CPD + CPO • (H5) 
Fixed Investment 
Gross domestic capital formation (CF) is composed of five items: private 
investment in building and constmction (IPBC) private investment in plant, 
machinery and equipment (IPPD), transfer costs of land and building (IPPL)，real 
estate developers margin (REDM) and government investment (IG). There are two 
stochastic equations in the model describing the behavior o f IPBC and IPPD and one 
identity to combine all the components ofCF. 
The equation for the private investment in building a construction (IPBC) has an 
error correction specification, in which IPBC is related to real GDP in the long-run. 
A dummy variable is added to account for the building cycle. 
The equation for the private investment in plant, machinery and equipment 
(IPPD) is also in error correction from, where IPPD is related to the total domestic 
demand (TDD) in the short-run and long-run. 
The equations of the fixed investment can be written as: 
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A Xn{IPBC) = h, {Xn{IPBC)_,,\n{GDPMP)_,, DMIPBC) (H6) 
A\n(JPPD�= h, (A ln(7DZ)), ln{!PPD)_,, ln{TDD)_,) (H7) 
CF = IPBC + IPPD + IPPL + IiEDM + IG (H8) 
Export Sector 
The export sector consists of 10 equations, of which five equations are identities 
for domestic exports (DEC59 and DEC), re-exports (RE), total exports ofgoods OEC) 
and total exports of goods and services (E). The other five equations consist of four 
equations for domestic exports of goods and one for exports of services. No 
behavioral equation for re-exports is specified. Moreover, as re-exports of goods are 
included in the identities involving total exports and imports of goods, the effect of re-
exports on GDP will be cancelled out no matter how they fluctuate over time. 
The demand for domestic exports of good is divided by commodity categories. 
The behavior equation for the domestic exports of goods under SITC 0 and 1 
(DEC01) is in error correction form, in which DEC01 is related to the relative prices 
of Hong Kong exports to world exports (REXW) in both short-run and long-run. A 
dummy variable is included to account for external shocks. 
The demand for domestic exports ofgoods under SITC 5 to 9 is studied in details 
with three stochastic behavioral equations focusing at three major export markets, 
namely the European Economic Community (EEC), the US and China. Specifically, 
the domestic exports of goods under SITC 5 to 9 to the European Economic 
Community (DECEC) depend on the relative prices ofHong Kong exports to the EEC 
(REXGER) (the price of exports of Germany were used as proxy for those of the 
EEC), the lagged DECEC and spline variables T and T89. 
. The equation for the domestic exports of goods under SITC 5 to 9 to the US 
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(DECUS) has an error correction form, in which DECUS is related to the relative 
prices o fHong Kong exports to US exports (REXUS). 
The determinants o f the demand for the domestic exports of good under SITC 5 
to 9 to China (DECC) included the lagged share of DECC to the GDP in Chinese 
mainlnad and the lagged trade-weighted effective echange rate index (EX). 
The domestic exports ofgoods under SITC 5 to 9 to other countries (DECROW) 
and the domestic exports of goods under SITC 2 to 4 (DEC24 and DEC3) are 
exogenous in the model. 
Export of services (ES) is specified in the error correction form, in which ES is 
related to international movement of commercial cargoes (IMCC), the trade-weighted 
effective exchange rate index (EX) and the number tourist arrivals to Hong Kong 
(TA). Since the explanatory variables IMCC, EX, and TA are exogenous, ES is also 
a exogenous variable. The equations of the export sector can be written as: 
DEC^ 1 = h, (A(REX^V), DECO1 _,, REXW_,, D^S) (H.9) 
ln{DECEC) = h,, {Xn{REXGER)_, ’ T, 189) (H10) 
A ln(DECUS) = h,, Qn(REXUS)_,，ln{DECUS)_,) (H. 11) 
,DECC � , , m � (H.12) 
A l n ( Z ) m : ) : / a i n ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ ) _ , M E ^ ) 
DEC59 二 DECEC + DECUS + DECC + DECROW (H. 13) 
DEC = DECO 1 + DEC24 + DEC2 + DEC59 (H. 14) 
RE = REO1 + RE24 + RE2 + RE5 9 (H.15) 
EC = DEC + RE (H.16) 
A ln{ES) = h�i (A [n(EXl A ln(7M), A ln(/MCC),ES_, ’ EX.,, / M X ,) (H. 17) 
E = EC + ES _ ) 
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" P E C ( H . 6 8 ) 一― 
^XUkpEusAxEXUSA 
PEC (H.69) 
REXGER = Dzrrzrz：) TrvrT7r? 
PEGER X EXGER 
PEC (H.70) 
^ ^ - J E W V E ^ A 
Import Sector 
Total imports (M) have two components, imports of services (MS) and imports 
of goods (MC) which are then further divided into retained imports (RM) and re-
exports (RE). The model has three stochastic equation specifying the demand for 
retained imports under SITC 0-1 (RM01), SITC (RM3) and SlTC 5-9 (RM59) and 
one equation on the behavior of imports and services (MS). The retained imports 
under SITC 2 (RM2) and 4 (RM4) and re-exports are treated as exogenous variables 
and they are linked with other imports variables by five identities. The stochastic 
equations are estimated from per capita data. 
The equations for retained imports under SITC 0-1 (RM01), SlTC 3 (RM3) and 
SITC 5-9 (RM59) are all in error correction form. RM01 is determined in the short 
run and long run by real GDP (GDPMP) and the relative price of the unit value index 
for imports of goods under SITC 0-1 (PM01) to the domestic price index (PC). A 
dummy variable (DM01) is added to account for external shock. 
The equation for retained imports under SITC 3 (RM3) is related to real GDP 
(GDPMP). A dummy variable (DM03) is included in the equation to account for 
external shock 
The equation for retained imports under SITC 5-9 (RM59) depends on the real 
GDP (GDPMP) and a dummy variable (DM59). 
The equation determining the imports of services (MS) is also specified in error 
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correction from, in which MS is related in the short-run and long-run to the real GDP 
(GDPMP) and a dummy variable (DMS). The equations of the import sector can be 
written as: 
服 0 1 � , “， , G D P M P . . , , P M O L . , 舰 0 1 � (H.19) 
A l n ( - ^ ) = h,, (A ln( ^ )’ A l n ( - ^ ) , l n ( ^ ; ; ^ ) _ , ’ 
, , P M 0 1 . 丨 , G D P M \ • 川 
ln ( -^^)_ ,， ln (~~-~~) - ,，DM 01) 
N N 
m _ 3 � , , , , 舰 0 3 � GDPMP ( 脳 ） 
A l n ( - ^ ) : � ( l n ( - ^ ) _ , ， l n ( ~ ~ - ~ " ) _ , ’^03) 
, , , 湖 9 � , … , G D P M \ � � f R M 5 9 � GDPMP (H.21) 
A I n ( — ^ ) = K, (A l n ( ~ ~ - ~ ~ ) ’ l n ( - ^ ) _ ,， l n ( ~ ~ - * ^ ) - , ) 
MCS9 = RM59+RES9 (H.22) 
MC01 = RM0l + RE01 (H.23) 
M C 3 = i ^ M 3 + 7 ^ 3 (H.24) 
MC = MCOl + RM1 + RM4 + RE24 +MC3 +MC59 (H.25) 
MS , , , , ,GDPMP^ , MS^ , .GDPMP.厂減、 （H.26) 
A l n ( ^ ) 二 / ^ 2 6 ( A l n ( — j—)， l n ( j ) _ ” l n ( i — ) _ i ’ Z M S ) 
M=MC+MS (H.27) 
Manufacturing and Labour 
The model has two equations for manufacturing sector: the first one is for the 
value added in manufacturing sector (XM) which has an error correction specification 
where XM is related to the domestic exports of goods (DEC) in both short-run an 
long-run. A dummy variable (DMXM) to capture the recent change in the economic 
structure is included in the equation. 
The second equation is on the nominal wage rate index (including the fringe 
benefits) for manufacturing worker (WMF) in which WMF is determined by the 
consumer price index (A) (PC) in the short-run. 
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The model also has an equation to determine the wage rate index in building and 
construction sector (WBC). The equation for WBC is related to the implicit price 
deflator (P) in the short-run. 
The total labour force pSlC) is featured in the model where NC is related long-run 
to the number o f the population OSf). With the total number of employed persons 0 ^ , 
which equals to the sum of persons engaged in manufacturing sector C^IM) and 
persons engaged in all sectors except manufacturing sector G ^ 0 ) ) , the 
unemployment rate (UE) is determined by comparing NE to NC in an identity. The 
equations o f the manufacturing and labour can be written as: 
A ln{XM) = h,, (A \n{DEC), ln(AM)_,，ln{DEC)_,，DXM_,) (H.32) 
A ln(WMF) = 3^3 (A ln(P), {n(WMF)_,) (H.33) 
NE = NIM + NEO (H.34) 
八 ( " 0 二 � 5 ( ( " 0 _ , 氣 ） （ H . 3 5 ) 
NE (H.36) 
f / £ = ( l - — ) * 1 0 0 
^ NC 
^\n{WBC) = h, ,(Aln(F)) (H.]7) 
Prices 
There are nine stochastic equations to determine the export price and a number 
of domestic price deflators, of which seven equations for domestic price deflators are 
specified in the error correction form. The domestic price deflators are specified in 
the model include consumer price index (A) excluding the service sector (PSNS), the 
rent index (PRA), the implicit price deflator of private consumption expenditure 
(PCP), the implicit price deflator of private sector investment in building and 
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construction (PIPBC), the implicit price deflator of private of private sector 
investment in plant, machinery and equipment (PIPPD), the implicit deflator of 
government consumption expenditure (PCG) and the implicit price deflator of public 
investment (PIG). 
The equation for PCNS is featured in an error correction form, where PCNS is 
determined in both the short run and long run by rent index (PRA) and also by lagged 
term of nominal wage rate index (including the fringe benefits) for manufacturing 
worker (WMF) and a dummy variable (DMPCNS). 
The rent index (PRA) is decided in the short-run and long-run by the consumer 
price index (A) (PC) in an error correction specification. A dummy variable 
(DMPRA) is included in the equation. 
The implicit price deflator of private consumption expenditure (PCP) is 
explained in the long run by the implicit price deflator of domestic demand (PDM). 
The implicit price deflator of private sector investment in building and 
construction (PIPBC) is related in the short run and long run to the unit value index 
for imports of capital goods (PMK) and a dummy variable (D96). 
The implicit price deflator of private sector investment in plant, machinery and 
equipment (PDPPD) is also related in both the short-run and long-run to the unit value 
index for imports of capital goods (PMK). 
The implicit price deflator of government consumption expenditure (PCG) is 
determined in the short mn by consumer price index (A) (PC). 
The equation for implicit price deflator of public investment (PlG) is in the error 
correction format, which relates PIG to the unit value index for imports of capital 
goods (PMK) in the long-run. A dummy variable (D75) to take the effect of the 
lagged PMK into account is included in the equation. 
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There are two equations for the export prices: the implicit price deflator for 
domestic exports (PDEC) and the implicit price deflator of exports of services (PES). 
The implicit price deflator for domestic exports ^PDEC) is related in both the short-
run and long-run to the implicit price deflator ofimports of goods (PIM). 
The implicit price deflator of exports of services (PES) is featured in an error 
correction format, in which PES is determined in both the short run and long run by 
the implicit price deflator of domestic demand (PDM). A dummy variable (DMPES) 
is included in the equation. The main equations of the prices can be written as: 
A ln(PCNS) = /733 (A ln{PRA), ln(PRA)_,，ln(PCNS)_,，ln{WMF)_,, DMPCNS) (H.38) 
w e w s (H.39) 
PC 二（1 一 B~)PCNS + {-)PCS 
、 1 0 0 100 
Aln{PDEC) = h^ (A ln(PIM), ln{PDEC)_,, ln(P/M)_,) (H.40) 
Aln(P/M) = /7,, {Mn{PC)MiPRA)_,M(PC)_,,DMPRA) (H.41) 
A(PCP) = Ki ((PCP)_,，(PZ)M)_,) (H.42) 
A(PIPBC) = hJiPIPBC�_\XPMK�_\,D96) (H.43) 
AXn{PIPPD) = h^(A Xn{PMK), \n{PIPBC)_,，Xn{PMK)_,) (H.44) 
Aln(PCG) = ^3(Aln(PC)) (H.45) 
A(P/G) = h^ ((P/G)_,, {PMK)_,, DlS) (H.46) 
p : NGDP (H.48) 
一 GDPMP 
n � p DECxPDEC + RExPRE (H.64) 
PEC = ^ 
PCF = {IPBC X PIPBC + IPPD X PIPPD + IPPL x PIPPL (H.65) 
+ REDM X PREDM + IG x PIG) / CF 
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/ _ 7 CP X PCP + CF X PCF + IIS X PIIS + CG x PCG ( H . 6 6 ) 層 = — 
Mn{PES) = h,, (A ln(PDM), ln{PES)_,, ln(PDM)_,, DMPES) (H.67) 
Monetary Sector 
The monetary sector has five equations, of which there are three behavioral 
equations explaining the savings deposits with the licensed banks (DS), the demand 
deposits with the licensed banks (DD) and the demand for currency (CUR). Other 
components of the monetary aggregate (M2) such as time deposits (DT), negotiable 
certificates ofdeposits issued by banks and held outside the monetary sector (CD) are 
treated as exogenous. 
All the three stochastic equations in the sector are in the error correction form. 
The equation for DS is determined in the long-run and short-run by the twelve-month 
time deposits rate paid by the principal banks (IT) and in the long-run by the real GDP 
(GDPMP). A dummy variable (DDS) to account for the special effect is included in 
the equation. 
The demand deposits with the licensed banks (DD) is related in both the short-
run and long-run by the personal disposal income (Y) and the twelve-month time 
deposit rate paid by the principle banks (IT). 
The demand for the currency held by the public (CUR) is determined in the 
short- run and long-run by the one-year time deposits rate paid by principal banks (IT) 
and the total domestic demand (TDD). A dummy variable to take into account the 
lagged effect of TDD is also used to explain CUR. The equations of the monetary 
sector can be written as: 
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“ D S � L , A " T � / D S � : G D P M P � ( J T � n _ � "(H.49) 
� 7 ^ ) = � 9 (刷，(7^)-i，(^T")-|，阶丨’脳) 
“ D D � � u T u J、 （ D D � T . , , � （ H . 5 0 ) 
^ W = ^ 3 o ( A ( / n A ( - ) , ( ^ ) _ . , ( - ) _ , , ( / r ) _ . ) 
“CUR\ “ wvr、（CUR�JDD^ " n nKAriim (H.51) 
K - r r ^ ) = ^51 (舉 )， ( " ^ " 7 7 ) - 1， ( " ^ ) - i，阶丨，D M C UR) 
PxN PxN N 
MSl^CUR + DD (H.52) 
MS2 = MS\ + DT + DS + CD (H.53) 
Fiscal Sector 
The fiscal sector features the behavior of direct tax O^TD) and indirect tax O^fTl). 
The government consumption expenditure (CG) and government sector investment 
(IG) are treated as exogenous variables in the model. 
The equation for the direct tax O^TTD) is specified in error correction form, where 
NTD is related in both the short-run and long-run by the nominal income G I^Y, which 
is the difference between nominal income and the amount ofindirect tax). A dummy 
variable (DMNTD) to take the effect of lagged NTD into account is included in the 
equation. 
The equation for the direct tax Q^TI) is specified in error correction form, where 
NTI is related in both the short-run and long-run by the nominal GDP Q^GDP). A 
dummy variable (DMNTI) is included in the equation. The equations of the fiscal 
sector can be written as: 
A(A77) 二 h sS /^ i J s fGDP� ,�NTI�_�XNGDP�_ \ ,DMNTI� (H.54) 
NY = GDPMP X P - NTI (H.55) 
A(ATZ)) = /756(A(MO,(ATZ))_,,(AaO_i,DMA77:0 (H.56) 
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T x J N T I — NTD) (H.63) 
- ~ ~ T ^ ~ ~ ~ 
Capital Stock 
The model has four equations for capital stock. They are the equation for capital 
stock in building and construction in private sector (KPBC), and the equation for the 
capital stock in plant, machinery and equipment in private sector (KPPD). The 
specification of these two equations follows the perpetual inventory method of King 
and Levine (1994). King and Levine suggest the depreciation rate of capital stock to 
be constantly equal to seven percent, f h e depreciation of private investment in plant, 
machinery and equipment, and in building and construction depends on the 
depreciation rate of KPBC (DR) and the depreciation rate of KPPD (d). The total 
capital stock (K) is obtained by summing up the KPBC and the KPPD. The equations 
of the capital stock can be written as: 
KPBC = 0.92xKPBC_, +IPBC (H.57) 
KFPD 二 0.93 X KPPD_, + IPPD (H.58) 
-15 ;=i9 (H.59) 
DC = X di X IPPD_�+ X DRj X IPBC-\ 
1=0 ;=0 
K=KPBC + KPPD (H.62) 
Other Equations 
There are seven additional identities in the model. They are the gross domestic 
product at market prices (GDPMP), the net domestic product at market prices 
fNDPMP), the gross domestic product at factor cost (GDPFC), the personal 
disposable income (Y), the nominal gross domestic product fNGDP), the visible trade 
balance in current dollars (TB), and the total domestic demand (TDD). The equations 
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can be written as: 
GDPMP 二 CP + CG + CF + IIS + E-M (H.28) 
NDPMP = GDPMP - DC (H.29) 
NTI (H.30) 
GDPFC = NDPMP - ( - ^ ) V 
厂 ^' yjf 
NTD (H.31) 
Y = GDPFC-i^) ^ 
PCG 
NGDP = CP X PCP + IPBC X PIPBC + IPPD x PIPPD + IG x PlG (H.47) 
+ RMDM X PREDM + IPPL x PIPPL + CG x PCG 
+ EC X PEC + ES X PES + IIS x PIIS - MC x PIM • 
-MSxPIMS � 
TB = PDEC X DEC - PIM x {RM + RE) + PRE x RE (H.60) 
TDD = CP + CG + CF + IIS (H.61) 
The China Model 
The model for the Chinese mainland, called the China model is an annual model. 
The sample period is 1978 to 1996. The model contains a total of fifteen stochastic 
behavioral equations eighteen identities. There are a total of and thirty-three 
endogenous. The model includes six sectors: namely private consumption, 
investment, export, import, price, and money. The error correction mechanism has 
been incorporated in the model. 
Private consumption 
The private consumption (CPc) sector is represented by one stochastic equation. 
The private consumption equation is in error correction form, where the private 
consumption is determined in the short-run and long-run by real total domestic 
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demand (TDDc), and quasi-money (QMc) in the long run. This equation is similar to 
the private consumption equation suggested by Chow (1987a). Chow models the 
private consumption equation by using after tax income, money and bonds held by the 
public as explanatory variables. Money held by the public should be a suitable proxy 
for the wealth of the Chinese because of the major method for the Chinese to store 
theirs wealth is holding money. TDDc proxies the income level in this equation 
because of TDDc gives more satisfactory results when compared to other income 
variables such as after tax income, gross domestic product in Chinese mainland 
(GDPc). The equation for private consumption can be written as: 
,、，CPc� , " J D D C \ � J D D C � " Q M c (C.1) 
A I n ( — ) 二 c, (A l n ( - ^ ) , l n ( - ^ ) _ , ， l n ( ^ ^ ) _ , ) 
Nc Nc Nc Nc 
where Nc is the mid-year population of Chinese mainland. 
The estimated long-run income elasticity for private consumption is 0.6876. 
This value is lower than the estimate by Tsang and Ma (1997) (0.4500)，but higher 
than the estimate by Umezaki (1998) (0.9600). Since other studies rely on the MPS 
data instead of SNA data, direct comparison has not significant meaning. 
Investment 
Gross domestic capital formation in Chinese mainland (CFc) is composed of two 
items: fixed capital formation (CFFc) and change in inventory (CFSc). One 
stochastic behavior equation for CFFc, and one identity are included in the model. 
The equation for the fixed capital formation (CFFc) is related to real GDP in 
Chinese mainland (GDPc), nominal interest rate (Ic), and foreign direct investment 
(FDIc) in the long-run. A dummy variable (DMCFFc) is added to account for the 
political instability in 1989. 
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Based 6n the empfrical—stOdy by Chow (1985), the income—variable GDPc'Ts" 
included in the equation for CFFc. Chow (1985) shows that the acceleration principle 
for investment applies in the Chinese mainland as well as in the united state by 
utilizing the Chinese annual data from 1953 to 1982. The acceleration principle 
asserts that investment should be positively related to the change in income level. 
Sung (1991) suggests that the foreign direct investment in Hong Kong is a major 
financier for investment in the Chinese mainland. This idea is captured in the 
investment equation by introducing foreign direct investment (FDIc) as an 
explanatory variable. 
Moreover, nominal interest rate (Ic) is included in the equation for CFFc because 
of Ic proxies for the cost of investment. The real interest rate (Rc) is tried in the 
estimation, but the result is not satisfactory. The equations for investment can be 
written as: 
^\n{CFFc) : c^{Xn{GDPc)_,,Xn{FDIc)_,,(/c)_,,DMCFFc) (C.2) 
CFc = CFFc+CFSc (C.3) • 
Exports 
The export sector consists of five equations, which two equations are identities 
for total exports of goods OECc) and total exports of goods and service (TEc). The 
other three stochastic equations consist the equation for exports of goods to Hong 
Kong (ECHKc), the equation for exports of goods to other countries (ECROWc), and 
the exports of services (ESc). 
The equation for exports of goods to Hong Kong (ECHKc) is a main linkage 
between the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong in this model. The equation for 
ECHKc has an error correction form specification, in which ECHKc is related to real 
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GDP in H6ng Kong (GDPMP), the relative prices of China exports to Hong Kong 
exports (REXHKc), and a dummy variable (DEHKc) in both short-run and long-mn. 
The dummy variable (D93c) accounts for the change in origin and destination 
classification for China customs statistics. 
The equation for exports of goods to other countries (ECROWc) is related to the 
real export-weighted effective exchange (EEREXc) and a dummy variable 
(DEROWc) in the short-run. 
The equation for exports of services (ESc) is specified in the error correction 
form, in which ESc is related to the volumes of cargo in external trade (CARc), the 
number of tourist arrivals (TAc) and, the real export-weighted effective exchange 
(EEREXc). A dummy variable (DMESc) is included to account for the change in 
classification for balance of payment statistics. The equations for export sector can be 
written as: 
Ahi(ECHKc) = c,(Aln{GDPMP), A ln(REXHKc),Xn{ECHKc)_, , (C.4) 
ln(GZ)PMP)_,，\n{REXHKc)_,，DEHKc) 
Mn{ECROWc) = c, (A Xn{EEREXc),DEROWc) (C.5) 
ECc 二 ECHKc + ECROWc (C.6) 
Aln(E^c) = c, (A Xn{TAc), A \n{EEREXc\ Xn{ESc)_,, ln(C/l/?c)_,, (C.7) 
Xn{EEREXc)_,,DESc) 
TEc = ECc + ESc (C.8) 
There does not exist a benchmark model to allow a meaningful comparison 
between the estimates of export sector because of the specifications of equations in 
the pervious studies are largely different from this study. For example, Tsang and Ma 
(1997) define the relative prices of China exports as the ratio of deflator for exports of 
goods and services to the implicit GDP deflator. Umezaki (1998) models the equation 
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of exports of goods by using the deflator for exports of goods and services as the 
export price. Since, the price elasticities derived from these studies are not consistent 
with this study, direct comparison may not produce meaningful result. 
Imports 
The import sector consists of three equation, of which two are stochastic 
equations for the imports of goods (MCc), the imports of services (MSc), and one is 
identity for total imports of goods and services (TMc). 
The equation for imports of goods (MCc) is in error correction form 
specification. MCc is related to real GDP in Chinese mainland (GDPc) and the real 
import-weighted effective exchange rate (EERMCc) both in the short-run and long-
run. A dummy variable (DMCc) is added in the short-run. 
The equation determining the imports of services (MSc) is also specified in error 
correction form, in which MSc is related in the short-run and long-run by real GDP in 
Chinese mainland (GDPc) and a dummy variable (DMSc). The import-weighted 
effective exchange rate ^RRMCc) is included in the short-run. The equations for 
export sector can be written as: 
A l n ( f ) = C9(Aln(£E;^Cc)，Aln(，)， ln(#)_,， （。‘9) 
Nc Nc Nc 
Inr^^；,. HEERMCc) ,,DMCx) 
Nc 
.,MSc. ... .GDPc^ , , M C c � , .GDPc , (C.10) 
A ln("7T") = 1^0 (A l n ( - ^ ^ ) , ln(^^)_,， ln ( - ^ ；_,， 
Nc Nc Nc Nc 
\n{EERMCc)_,,DMSc) 
TMc=MCc + MSc (C.11) 
Prices 
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There are six stochastic equations to determine a set of domestic price 
deflators, the export price index as well as the nominal wage index. Five of these 
equations are specified in the error correction form. 
Domestic Price Deflators 
The domestic price deflators determined in the model include the price deflator 
of private consumption (PCPc), the price deflator of fixed capital formation (PCFFc), 
the deflator of government consumption (PCGc), the deflator of domestic demand 
(PDc), and the implicit GDP deflator.� 
The equations for the PCPc and the PCGc are related to the retail price 
index (RPIc) in the short-run. 
The equation for the price deflator of fixed capital formation (PCFFc) is in 
error correction form specification, in which the PCFFc is related in both the short-run 
and long-run to the nominal wage index fNTWc) and a dummy variable (DMPCFFc) in 
the long-run. 
The equation for the price deflator of domestic demand (PDc) is an identity. 
PCc is the ratio of the nominal domestic demand fNTDDc) to the real domestic 
demand (TDDc). 
The equation for the implicit GDP deflator (PGDPc) is also an identity. 
PGDPc is the ratio of the nominal GDP O^IGDPc) to the real GDP (GDPc). The 
equations for domestic price deflator can be written as: 
^\n{PCPc) = c,2(Aln(/^/c)) (C.12) 
A Xn{PCGc) = c,3 (A {n{RPIc)) (C. 13) 
Aln(PCFFc) = c,, (A ln(mVc), ln{PCFFc)_,, ln(AWc)_,, DMPCFFc) (C.14) 
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PDc - NTDDc —(C.15) 
TDDc 
PGDPc = ! ^ ^ (C.16) 
GDPc 
Export Price 
There is a stochastic equation for the export price index (PECc). PECc is 
specified in error correction form, in which PECc is determined in both the short-run 
and long-run by the world export price index (WPE), and in .the long-run by the 
implicit GDP deflator (PGDPc). The equation can be written as: 
^\n{PECc) = c,7 (AXn{PEWc),ln(P£Cc)_,,Xn{PEWc)_,) (C.17) 
The specification for export price equation followes the suggestion by Fair 
(1984). According to Fair, the export price index should be related to the GDP 
deflator, the world exports prices index, and the exchange rate. Fair states that if a 
country is a price taker with respect to its exports, then its export price would just be 
the world export price index. In contrast, if the country has sufficient monopoly 
power in the world market, then the export price is equal to the GDP deflator. Lardy 
(1992) provides some relevant evidence for the Chinese mainland. Lardy states that 
most of exports of Chinese mainland face highly competitive market condition, and 
China acts as a price taker in these products. However, the Chinese mainland has 
monopoly power in the world market for some products such as minerals. These facts 
suggest that the export price index for Chinese mainland should be related to the 
world export price index and the GDP deflator. 
• For estimation of the export price equation, various exchange rate variables 
such as real export-weighted effective exchange rate, and import-weighted effective 
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exchange rate are tried. However, the estimation result shows that depreciation on 
exchange rate will lead to decrease in export price index. This result is not consistent 
with the law of one price. Therefore, exchange rate variable is dropped in the export 
price equation. In addition, the estimation result shows that the export price is more 
sensitive to world export price than the GDP deflator. 
Retail Price 
The equation for Retail price index (RPIc) is specified in error correction form. 
PRIc is related in both the short-run and long-run to the nominal wage QsTWc). A 
dummy variable (DMRPTc) is also included. 
A ln{RPIc) 二 c,8(Aln(AWc),ln{PRIc)_,，ln(AWc)_,，DMRPIc) (C. 18) 
Nominal wage 
For marcoeconometric modeling, it is a common practice to specify the 
nominal wage equation by applying the expectation-augmented Phillips curve 
hypothesis, which was first introduced by Friedman (1968) and Phelps (1968). For 
example, Fair (1984) specifies the nominal wage equation for the United State by this 
hypothesis. According to the expectation-augmented Phillips curve hypothesis, 
nominal wage is negatively related to unemployment rate, but positively related to 
price expectation. For empirical study, the price expectation is either proxied by 
current price level or lagged price level. Davis (1987) modified this specification for 
the economy of the UK by adding average productivity of labour as an explanatory 
variable. The average product of labour was defined as the ratio of real GDP to the 
total number of employment. The equation for nominal wage in China model is 
specified in this manner. However, there does not exist unemployment rate Chinese 
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economy. The only relevant data is the urban unemployment rate. The urban 
unemployment rate is tried in this study. However, the coefficient estimated for the 
urban unemployment rate is contradict to the theory, and thus dropped in the nominal 
wage equation. Finally, the equation for the nominal wage (NWc) is featured in error 
correction form, where NWc is determined in both the short-run and long-run by the 
implicit GDP deflator (PGDPc) and the average product of labour (AJPLc). This 
equation can be written as 
A ln(AWc) = C|9 (A \n{PGDPc\ A \n{APLc\ ln(PGDPc)_,, ln(/l/V.c)_,) (C. 19) 
Monetary Sector 
Economic theories suggest people hold money may due to different motives. 
They are mainly transaction motive and store of value motive. Different motives of 
holding money contribute to different specifications for money demand equation. In 
this model, the monetary sector consists two behavior equations explaining the 
demand for currency and demand deposits (Mlc), and the demand for the savings 
deposits and time deposits (QMc). M l c is usually used to model the money demand 
for transaction purpose. According to the quantity theory of money, transaction 
money demand is positive related to income level. Interest rate is also included in the 
equation for serving as the cost ofholding money. Both real interest rate and nominal 
interest rate are tried in the estimation of equation for Mlc, only nominal interest rate 
gives satisfactory statistical result. Finally, the equation for Mlc is specified in error 
correction form, in which Mlc is determined in both the short-run and long-run by the 
real GDP (GDPc), and in the long-run by the nominal interest rate (lc). 
Savings deposits and time deposits usually serve as store of value purpose. 
Interest rate is the expected return for such deposits. Moreover, income level should 
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be positively related to the demand for savings deposits and time deposits (QMc). 
QMc is related to real GDP (GDPc) and real interest rate (Rc) in the short-run. In 
addition, a dummy variable (DMQMc) is included in the equation tbr account for the 
effect ofbanking reform. The equations for the monetary sector can be written as: 
.,M\c. ... ,GDPc. , ,Mlc. �,GDPc� " � � (C.20) 
A l n ( ^ ^ ) = C20 (A l n ( ~ ^ )， l n ( ^ ^ ) _ ,， l n ( - ^ ) _ , ’ (/c)_,) 
Nc Nc Nc Nc 
,,,QMC\ “ ， , G D P c � … � n ,GDPC\ … , � … (C.21) 
A l n ( ^ ) : c,, (A l n ( - ^ ) , A(Rc), A l n ( - ^ ) x DMOMc) � ) 
Nc Nc Nc 
MSc=Mlc + OMc (C.22) 
Other Equations 
There are six additional identities in the model. They are the gross domestic 
product (GDPc), the nominal GDP fNGDP), the total domestic demand (TDDc), the 
nominal total domestic demand pvTTDDc)，the visible trade balance (TBc), and the 
trade balance of goods and services (TTBc). These equations can be written as: 
GDPc = CPc + CFFc + CFSc + CG + ECc + ESc -MCc - MSc (C.23) 
NGDPc 二 PCPc X CPc + PCFFc x CFFc + PCFSc x CFSc + PCGc x CGc (C. 24) 
PECc X {ECc + ESc) + PMCc x {MCc + MSc) 
TDDc = CPc + CFFc + CFSc + CGc (C.25) 
NTDDc = PCPc X CPc + PCFFc x CFFc + PCFSc x CFSc (C.26) 
+PCGcxCGc 
TTBc = ECc - MCc (C.27) 
TTBc = ECc + ESc-MCc+MSc (C.28) 
The Model Performance 
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The sample estimates of the model are presented in Appendix A. It is worthy 
to note that the coefficient of determination, the adjusted coefficient of determination, 
and the standard error of regression are denoted by R',adj. 7^^nd S.E. in the 
Appendix A, respectively. The statistic in the parentheses under each estimated 
coefficient is the corresponding /-ratio. Since these statistics are more appropriate to 
evaluate single regression equation, the evaluation of the performance of the 
simultaneous model should rely on the simulation results. Therefore, the /-ratio for a 
particular variable in any single equation may not be a good criterion to decide 
whether the variable under consideration should be included or not. 
In order to check if the model is stable; how well it tracks past turning points; 
and how well it fits the historical data, a historical simulation of the model were 
performed over the period 1979 to 1996 by using the Gauss-Seidel technique. The 
simulated and actual paths for a number of key variables are shown in Figure 1 to 
Figure 14. The model appears to be stable, with no tendency for the simulated paths 
diverge progressively away from the actual paths. 
Although the simulation results for some individual components in the model 
are not satisfactory such as the imports of goods to Chinese mainland (MCc), the 
variables of real GDP for Hong Kong (GDPMP), and the real GDP for Chinese 
mainland (GDPc) track the major historical turning well. 
Table 6 shows the root mean squared percentage error (RMSPE) and the mean 
absolute percent error (MAPE) ofhistorical simulation for some selected endogenous 
variables. The RMSPE and MAPE are defined as follows: 
1 r f ^ _ - V 
RMSPE : - , y " ^ ^ 
^ V - l \ J 
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1 ^ X, - X, 
MAPE = - Y , - ~ ~ -
T , + = i ^t 
where x, are the actual values of variables and x, are the simulated values of 
variables. 
The results ofRMPSE and MAPE are consistent will the graphical features 
of the historical simulation, that is the performances for some individual variables are 
not satisfactory, but the performances of GDP variables for Hong Kong and Chinese 
mainland are satisfactory. 
As mentioned in chapter two, most of the existing macroeconometric 
models for the Chinese mainland use the data from material product system (MPS), 
these models are not suitable to serve as a benchmark model to compare the 
performance of the model constructed in this study. Even though the Tsang and Ma's 
model (1997) is potentially comparable, no relevant statistics has reported in their 
study. The model presented by Umezaki (1998) provides the RMPSE and MAPE 
statistics for their estimates. The sample period for such statistics is 1985 to 1996. 
These statistics are used to compare with this study. In order to obtain more 
satisfactory results, another set of RMPSE and MAPE is calculated based on the 




The purpose of this chapter is to perform policy simulations for the economies 
of Chinese mainland and Hong Kong on the basis of the estimated model in Chapter 
five. Three types of policy shocks are of interest: fiscal policy, monetary policy, and 
depreciation policy for exchange rate. The following four simulations are performed; 
1. An autonomous increase in real government consumption expenditure in 
Chinese mainland equivalent to one percent of i t s real GDP (GDPc). 
2. A one percent decrease in the nominal interest rate (lc) in Chinese 
mainland. 
3. A ten percent depreciation of the Chinese RMB against the U.S. dollar; 
4. A ten percent increase in foreign direct investment (FDlc) in Chinese 
mainland. 
All the policy simulations are attempted for the period 1986-1996. 
Increase in Government Consumption Expenditure 
This shock involves a sustained increase in the level of government 
consumption in Chinese mainland equivalent to one percent of its real GDP (GDPc). 
The effect on real activity is an increase in GDPc which ranges between 0.21 to 1.21 
percent over the simulation period. The expenditure multiplier for real GDP in the 
first period is 0.98，and increase to 1.21 in the third period. The expenditure 
multiplier after the third period becomes smaller in subsequent periods, lt is worthy 
to note that the expenditure multiplier is less than one since the seventh period. This 
reflects a strong crowding out effect in Chinese economy. The crowding out effect is 
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due to the increase in the implicit GDP deflator in Chinese mainland. The implicit — 
GDP deflator rises because of the increase in domestic demand. The trade balance 
surplus is narrowed because of the increase in domestic prices will lead to 
appreciation on the real effective exchange rate. The money supply in Chinese 
mainland rises throughout the whole simulation period. 
The impact of increase in government consumption expenditure in Chinese 
mainland on Hong Kong is positive. The effect on real GDP in Hong Kong 
(GDPMP) ranges between 0.06 percent and 0.18 percent. The increase in real GDP in 
Hong Kong is mainly through the increase in domestic exports to Chinese mainland. 
Table 8 shows the effects of the autonomous increase in government consumption on 
the selected variables and the elasticity of real GDP. 
Decrease in Nominal Interest Rate 
This shock studies the effectiveness of an expansionary monetary policy, in 
which one percent sustained decrease in nominal interest rate. The effect on real 
activity is an increase in real GDP in Chinese mainland which ranges between 0.44 to 
0.78 percent over the simulation period. The increase in real GDP in Chinese 
mainland is 0.79 percent in the third period and becomes smaller in subsequent 
periods. The elasticity of real GDP is zero in the first period, and grows to 0.78 in the 
third period, but becomes smaller thereafter. This effect mainly is due to the increase 
in fixed capital formation in Chinese mainland. The increase in fixed capital 
formation is lies between 2.04 to 2.71 percent. A similar crowding out effect happens 
as the case of increase government consumption in Chinese mainland. The domestic 
price deflator rises because of the increase in domestic demand. This also leads to 
appreciation on the real effective exchange rate, and therefore narrows the trade 
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surplus. The cha1nge in money demand in the estimated model is ambiguous because 
the effects of the change in nominal interest rate on the narrow money demand and 
quasi money demand are opposite. However, the simulation result shows that the 
money demand rises throughout the whole simulation period. 
The impact of decrease in nominal interest rate in Chinese mainland on Hong 
Kong is positive. The effect on real GDP in Hong Kong (GDPMP) lies between 0.02 
percent and 0.12 percent. The increase in real GDP in Hong Kong is mainly through 
the increase in domestic exports to Chinese mainland. The expansionary monetary 
policy increases the real GDP in Chinese mainland, and thus Chinese mainland 
increases its imports demand from Hong Kong. Table 9 shows the effects of the 
sustained decrease in nominal interest rate on the selected variables and the elasticity 
ofreal GDP. 
Depreciation of the Chinese RMB 
A shock, consisting of a sustained ten percent depreciation in the value of the 
Chinese RMB against the U.S. dollar is imposed in the simulation analysis. In this 
simulation analysis, a further assumption is imposed, that is, all other Asian countries 
(except Japan) follow the depreciation policy of the Chinese mainland, and thus, 
depreciate their own currencies by ten percent, respectively. This assumption is closer 
to the reality. Since the Asian countries such as Hong Kong, Korea, Sinapore, 
Thailand and Malaysia are major exports competitors of the Chinese mainland, they 
are likely to follow the depreciation policy for maintaining their competitiveness in 
the world markets. The change in the exchange rate in the Chinese RMB results in a 
depreciation in the real effective exchange rate. It will widen the trade surplus. As a 
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result, the real GDP in the mainland increases. The elasticity of real GDP with 
respect to the exchange rate is 0.075 in the first period, and increases up to 0.202 in 
the last two periods. The effect of change in exchange rate persists longer than the 
effects of change in government consumption and interest rate because the crowding 
out effect of exchange rate policy is weaken. 
The impact of deprecation on the RMB in the mainland on Hong Kong is 
positive. The effect on real GDP in Hong Kong (GDPMP) ranges between 0.02 
percent and 0.26 percent. The increase in real GDP in Hong Kong is mainly through 
the increase in domestic exports to the Chinese mainland. Since the expansionary 
monetary policy increases the real GDP in Chinese mainland, and thus Chinese 
mainland increases its imports demand from Hong Kong. Table 10 shows the effects 
o f the depreciation on the Chinese RMB on the selected variables and the elasticity of 
real GDP. 
These simulation results are similar to those of Umezaki (1998). Umezaki 
performs a temporary shock analysis for deprecation on the Chinese RMB, and shows 
that deprecation on the Chinese RMB has positive impacts on both the economies of 
Chinese mainland and Hong Kong through expanding domestic demand and net 
exports. 
一 Increase in Foreign Direct Investment 
This shock involves a sustained ten percent increase in foreign direct 
investment in Chinese mainland. This shock directly increases the fixed capital 
formation. The effect on an increase in fixed capital formation ranges from 1.68 to 
2.31 percent over the simulation period. The elasticity of real GDP in Chinese 
mainland with respect to the foreign direct investment is zero in the absolute value in 
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the firsryear’ grows to 0.067 in the third year, and becomes smaller thereafter. The — 
GDP deflator rises because of the increase in domestic demand. This leads to an 
appreciation on the real effective exchange rate. As a result, the trade surplus is 
narrowed. The increase in the real GDP in Chinese mainland also has positive effect 
on the demand of money. 
The impact ofan increase in foreign direct investment in Chinese mainland on 
Hong Kong is positive. The effect on real GDP in Hong Kong (GDPMP) ranges 
between 0.02 percent and 0.19 percent. The increase in real GDP in Hong Kong is 
mainly through the increase in domestic exports to Chinese mainland. Table 11 shows 
the effects o f t h e increase in foreign direct investment on the selected variables and 
the elasticity of real GDP. 
Comparing the elasiticities of the four policy simulations in absolute values, 
the elasticity of real GDP in Chinese mainland with respect to the expansionary 
monetary policy is the largest. The elasticity of real GDP with respect to exchange 
rate ranks the second followed by the elasticity with respect to government 
consumption. The elasticity with respect to foreign direct investment is the smallest 
of the four. For the effectiveness of monetary policy and fiscal policy in Chinese 
mainland, the simulation results show that monetary policy is more effective than 
other policies under consideration, in terms of elasticity. 
The properties of the Chinese mainland model are different from the 
properties of the United States model constructed by Fair (1984). Fair uses a 
quarterly model for the United States containing twelve equations to perform various 
simulation analyses. For the effectiveness of fiscal policy and monetary policy in the 
United States, sustained increase in government consumption equivalent to one 
percent of real GDP and one percent sustained decrease in bill rate were performed 
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over the first quarter of 1977 to forth quarter of 1980. The sum of percentage change 
for real GDP in the United States resulting from the increase in government is 13.4 
percent. This is smaller than the effect of a decrease in bill rate, which is 21.1 percent. 
For the Chinese mainland model, the percentage changes for real GDP resulting from 
the sustained increase in government consumption, and sustained decrease in nominal 
interest rate over the period 1985 to 1996 are 10.15 and 6.22, respectively. Compared 
to the results of the United States only roughly, the results of Chinese mainland 
suggest the impact on GDP for both fiscal, monetary policies is smaller for China. 
More meaningful comparison can be obtained if the comparison is based on the 





In this study, an econometric annual model for the economy of Chinese 
mainland is constructed. This model is linked to the modified version of the ERC 
Hong Kong model, and is evaluated by examining its ability to reproduce historical 
data. Moreover, various policy simulations are performed on the basis of the linked 
model. This chapter summarizes the major findings of this study. 
Firstly, the model for the economy of Chinese mainland is constructed. The 
model consists of thirty-three equations, in which ten of them incorporate the error 
correction mechanism, which allows^studying the long run and short run behaviors of 
the Chinese economy. Moreover, the SNA data are utilized in the China model so that 
the representation of the model for Chinese economy is larger than the models in 
existing literature. In addition, two square least square technique is employed for 
estimation so that the estimates are statistically consistent. This model also used to 
study the economic relationships between China and Hong Kong. Furthermore, some 
stylized facts of the economy of Chinese mainland are incorporated in this model such 
as money stock serves for wealth variable in consumption function. 
Secondly, historical simulation is employed for evaluating the China model. 
The estimated model appears to be stable, with no tendency for the simulated paths of 
the variables to diverge progressively away from the actual paths. The ability to 
reproduce the historical data is satisfactory. The RMSPEs of the real GDP for 
Chinese mainland and Hong Kong are 1.9096 percent and 2.3137 percent, 
respectively. Using the criterion ofRMSPE, most of the estimated values outperform 
the model constructed by Umezaki(1998). 
Thirdly, it is found that a sustained increase in government consumption in 
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Chinese mainland has expansionary effect on both Chinese mainland and Hong Kong~ — 
Moreover, a sustained decrease in nominal interest rate in Chinese mainland also has 
expansionary effect on both economies of Chinese mainland and Hong Kong. These 
expansionary effects do not persist throughout the simulation period, via the increase 
in prices. The crowding out effects dampen the domestic demand as well as the 
exports demand through the appreciation on the real effective exchange rate. As an 
alternative policy measure, a depreciation on the Chinese RMB also has expansionary 
effect on the economy of Chinese mainland as well as Hong Kong. The crowding out 
effect is weaker when compared to the fiscal and monetary polices. Thus, the effect of 
a sustained depreciation on the Chinese RMB persists longer, lt is also worthy to note 
that of all the four policies, only the depreciation policy produces a positive effect on 
the trade balance. 
Finally, the elasticities of real GDP with respect to different policies are 
employed to evaluate the effectiveness of different policies. Comparing the 
elasiticities of the four policy simulation in absolute values, the elasticity of real GDP 
in Chinese mainland with respect to the nominal interest rate is the largest. The 
elasticity of real GDP with respect to exchange rate ranks the second followed by the 
elasticity with respect to government consumption. The elasticity with respect to 
foreign direct investment is the smallest of the four. These results suggest that 
monetary policy is a gpod target for macroeconomic management. However, if trade 
balance is taking into consideration, a sustained depreciation on the Chinese RMB 
should be a better measure compared to other policies. 
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TABLE 1 
REAL GDP GROWTH RATE FOR CmNESE MAWLAM), 1967-1997 
Year Annual Growth Rate of 
GDP for Chinese Mainland (%) 






























1 ^ 8.3345 
Source: State Statistical Bureau ofPeople RepublicofChina, China Statistical 




PERCENTAGE SHARE OF TOTAL MERCHANDISE TRADE 
m GDP FOR CmNESE MAESHLAND, 1967-1997 
Year Percentage Share ofTotal Merchandise 
Trade in GDP for Chinese mainland 































Source: State Statistical Bureau ofPeopIe Republic ofChina, China Statistical 
Yearbook, China Statistical Publishing House, various issues. 
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TABLE 1 
RESULTS OF THE DF-GLS TEST, THE P-P TEST 
AND THE ADF TEST 
DF-GLS P ^ ADF 
Variables Test Lags /-stat. /-stat. Lags /-stat. 
Type 
ln(APLc) ^ 1 -1.0635 -1.7932 4 -0.2603 
Alii(APLc) M. 4 -4.4027** -2.5791 4 -5.1241** 
ln(CPc/Nc) ^ 1 0.1380 0.0553 2 -0.1663 
Aln(CPc/Nc) 1^ 0 -2.6822** -4.2619** . 1 -2.7350* 
ln(CFFc) p. 1 -0.3279 0.8330 1 -0.3524 
Aln(CFFc) M. 2 -3.3646** -4.3638** 0 -2.0762 
ln(CARc) p. 1 0.1811 -0.8755 0 -0.9503 
Aln(CARc) p. 0 -4.4072** -8.1461** 0 -3.4410** 
ln(ECROWc) p. 3 -0.1416 0.4031 4 0.5201 
AIn(ECROWc) [i 3 -2.7415** -4.2204** 3 -2.4852 
ln(ECHKc) t 0 -1.9656 -1.2860 3 -0.3992 
AlnOECHKc) ^ 0 -5.0746** -5.3967** 1 -2.9479* 
ln(EEREXc) ^ 4 -1.7607 -0.8785 2 -1.5792 
Aln(EEREXc) H 1 -3.8828** -4.2815** 1 -3.4599** 
ln(EERIMc) ^ 1 -1.1003 -0.9667 2 -1.8694 
AlnOEERIMc) ^ 0 -3.3478** -4.1055** 4 -1.5699 
ln(ESc) 1^ 3 -0.3969 -0.5048 4 0.0578 
AlnOESc) 1^ 2 -2.8870** -6.0507** 4 -1.9805 
Note: * and ** significant at the 10% and 5% level respectively. 
[I and T denote without-trend and with-trend, respectively. 
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TABLE 3—Continued 
DF-GLS P ^ ADF 
Variables Test Lags /-stat. /-stat. Lags /-stat. 
Type 
ln(FDIc) ^ i -1.0665 -0.3609 0 -0.8567 
AIn(FDIc) |a 1 -3.4913** ^,1154** 4 -3.0484* 
ln(GDPc) ^ 1 -0.9590 0.0304 0 -1.0385 
Aln(GDPc) p 4 -5.1055** -3.6470** 4 -4.7979** 
ln(GDPc/Nc) ^ 1 -0.9615 0.0224 4 -0.8375 
Aln(GDPc/Nc) ^ 4 -5.3562** -3.5364** 4 -5.0554** 
ln(GDPMP) ^ 1 -0 .8020� -3.1548** 0 -1.1364 
Aln(GDPMP) ^ 4 -3.1581** -3.6350** 0 -2.8634* 
Ic ^ 0 -1.7856 -2.6884* 2 -1.6498 
AIc 1^ 2 -3.3482** -7.1772** 1 -2.7038* 
ln(Mlc/Nc) p. 2 -0.0417 -3.7255** 0 -1.4803 
Aln(Mimc) M- 0 -4.7804** -5.1909** 0 -3.8486** 
hi(MCc/Nc) |i 1 -0.1001 0.1449 4 0.1891 
Aln(MCc/Nc) \x 0 -3.6654** -4.9437** 4 -2.3668 
ln(MSc/Nc) ^ 3 -0.3082 0.4763 4 0.7080 
Aln(MSc/Nc) p. 0 -5.0086** ^,0956** 4 -1.7267 
lnO^Wc) X 4 -2.1910 1.7250 3 -0.7787 
AlnO^Wc) X 2 -4.5141** -5.8369** 4 -2.9754* 
Note: * and ** significant at the 10% and 5% level respectively. 
[i and T denote without-trend and with-trend, respectively. 
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TABLE 3-Continued 
DF-GLS P ^ 7 ^ 
Variables Test Lags /-stat. /-stat. Lags /-stat. 
Type 
ln(PCFFc) X 0 -2.4108* -2.0557 4 0.0477 
Aln(PCFFc) T 1 -3.4750** ^,4712** 3 -4.3471** 
lnOPCGc) T 1 -1.6241 1.9898 4 0.3241 
Aln(PCGc) M. 0 -2.3345* -2.2703 4 0.2162 
lnO^CPc) T 1 -2.8355 -0.8806 4 -0.9934 
Aln(PCPc) ^ 1 -1.3166 -2.7990* ‘ 4 -0.6393 
ln(PECc) ^ 2 0.7095� -0.9599 0 0.4566 
Aln(PECc) |i 4 -3.1073** -4.1966** 0 -3.2882** 
ln(PEWc) p. 2 0.2221 -1.7ll6 0 -0.3007 
Aln(PEWc) ^ 4 -3.4775** -4.0340** 0 -3.0460** 
ln(QMc/Nc) )i 0 -1.6421 -1.1101 0 -2.3995 
Aln(QMc/Nc) x 0 -3.0444 -3.5932* 0 -2.2544 
Rc p. 0 -2.4142* -2.8347* 3 -0.7261 
ARc ^ 3 -4.0763** -5.4174** 2 -2.9846* 
ln(RPc) T 1 -2.2996* -0.1935 0 -1.3617 
AlnORPc) T 1 -4.5371** -3.6958* 1 -3.4081* 
ln(TAc) p. 1 0.3784 -3.4688** 0 -2.4891 
AInCTAc) p. 0 -4.7207** -11.7369** 0 -2.4497 
Note: * and ** significant at the 10% and 5% level respectively. 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RESULTS OF THE DF-GLS TEST, THE P-P TEST AND THE ADF TEST 
FOR THE ESTIMATED COrNTEGRATING VECTORS 
DF-GLS P ^ ADF 
Equations TestType ^ ^ ^ ^ L ^ ^ ~ ~ 
" ^ ^ 0 -2.4225** -3.2658** 0 -2.0526 
C.2 1^ 3 -2.1431* -2.4257 2 -3.8799** 
C.4 p. 0 -2.7630** -3.0528** 0 -3.2270** 
C.7 n 0 -2.2873* -3.5579** 0 -3.3385** 
C.9 1^ 0 -3.3720** -5.1853** • 0 -3.4737** 
C.10 ^ 4 -2.9130-** -2.4701 4 -2.6720 
C.17 ^ 3 -4.1213** -3.0375* 4 -2.3067 
C.18 ^ 1 -2.6684** -2.5384 0 -2.0102 
C.19 ^ 4 -2.6444** -5.2167** 1 -2.7064* 
C-20 1^  0 -2.2317* -5.2717** 0 -3.9790** 
Note: * and ** significant at the 10% and 5% level respectively. 
M- and x denote without-trend and with-trend, respectively. 
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TABLE 1 
RMSPE AND RMS OF 18-YEAR DYNAMIC 
SIMULATION (1979-1996) 
Variables RMSPE MAPE 
GDPc 1.9096 1.5489 
TDDc 2.6311 2.1017 
CPc 3.0261 2.3870 
CFFc 4.8594 3.9171 
ECc 6.2754 5.1099 
MCc 13.4260 10.8287 
M2c 5.8904 4.4771 
PGDPc 10.3972 8.9981 
GDPMP 2.3137 1.8565 
CP 4.0195 2.9405 
CF 5.4562 4.0996 
EC 1.8665 1.4257 
MC 1.3473 1.1325 
P 2.4934 2.1147 
MS2 2.9877 2.4745 
60 
―一 — TABLE 7 
RMSPE OF 12-YEAR DYNAMIC 
SIMULATION(1985-1996) 
Variables RMSPEr RMSPEu 
GDPc h9 ^ 
CPc 3.3 5.6 
CFFc 5.0 6.8 
ECc 6.6 4.3 
MCc 14.2 4.8 
PGDPc 11.9 -3.3 
GDPMP 2.5 2.7 
CP 4.8 1.7 
CF 6.1 3.4 
EC 1.8 3.6 
MC 1.3 3.8 
P 2.6 7.3 
Note; RMSPEj denotethe RMSPEs derived from the estimated model in this study. 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 12 — — 
NOMESfAL FOREIGN TRADE STATISTICS FOR CHrNESE 
MAINLAND, 1978-1997 (in billions ofRMB) 
^ TTBCssB TTBCiffs TTBCcs 
1 ^ T l 4 T h j -2.19 
1979 -1.97 -3.35 -3.44 
1980 -1.48 -5.43 -2.95 
1981 1.13 1.63 -0.061 
1982 9.11 8.% 6.66 
1983 5.08 4.89 2.62 
1984 0.13 -0.()7 -3.06 
1985 -36.69 -36.98 -42.20 
1986 -25.52 -26.20 -35.97 
1987 1.08 1.08 -6.77 
1988 -15.11 -15.11 -24.18 
1989 -18.55 -18.55 -22.25 
1990 51.03 51.03 49.00 
1991 61.75 61.75 58.06 
1992 27.55 27.56 22.97 
1993 -67.95 -66.24 -75.27 
1994 63.41 65.60 49.31 
1995 99.85 99.85 88.58 
1996 145.93 145.92 85.10 
1997 274.5 335.71 286.95 
Note: (1) TTBCssB are the official figures of net exports of goods and services in gross domestic 
product (Expenditure approach). 
(2) TTBCffs are the estimated figures of net exports of goods and services by using tJie IFS 
statistics. ‘ 
(3) TTBCcs are the estimated figures of net exports of goods and services by using the customs 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE ESIMATED M O D E L 
ESTIMATED EQUATIONS OF THE HONG KONG MODEL 
(n=19) 





RS= 0.61303，adj. 1^= 0.56143，S.E. = 0.05067, D-W= 2.3240 
Equation H.2 � 
Aln(CPF/N) = 0.0873-0.2991n(CPF/N).i+0.12871n(GDPMP/N).i-0.0333DMCPF 
(0.8507)(-1.5287) (1.6361) (-2.5338) 










炉=0.5224，adj.I^=OAS%l, ^ .£=0.0160, Z)-^=1.7635 
Equation H.5 
CP= CPN + CPS + CPF + CPD + CPO 
Equation H.6 
Aln(IPBC)=0.1433-0.37151n(IPBC).i+0.19141n(GDPMP).i+0.0882D70 




(-2.4764)(-2.2952) (3.8090) (2.4075) 
炉=0.5386，adj.P^=OA391, S . E = O m i S , D-PT=1.7309 
Equation H.8 
CF = IPBC + IPPD +IPPL + REDM + IG 
Equation H.9 
ADEC01=8.1735-0.2852DEC01.i-8.2319A(REXW)-6.5458REXW.,+0.9538D88 
(2.1610)(-2.4884) (-2.0327) (-2.08) (5.7386) 
7?^=0.7430, adj.I^=0.6629, S.E=02U1, D-W=2.194S 
Equation H.10 
ln(EDCEC)=3.0968-0.9299In(REXGER)-i+0.0394T-0.0906T89 
(29.0799)(-10.5523) (7.7455) (-10.0637) 
i?^=0.9538, adj,B^=0.9439, S.E=0.0495, D-W=2.0134 





Aln(DECC) = -2.0287-0.4953 ln(DECC/(GDPc*EXHKc)).i-2.63951n(EX).i 
(-11.0154)(-14.7826) (-2.6395) 
i f=0.94004, adj.B^=0.9320S, S,E=0M529, D-W=l.l053 
Equation H.13 
DEC59 = DECEC + DECUS + DECC + DECROW 
Equation H.14 DEC = DEC01 + DEC24 + DEC3 + DEC59 5
82 
RE = RE01 + RE24 + RE3 + RE59 — 
Equation H.16 
EC = DEC + RE 
Equation H.17 
Aln(ES)=0.00677-0.13605Aln(EX)+0.37718Aln(IMCC)+0.29461Aln(TA) 





E = EC + ES 
Equation H.19 
Aln(RM01/N) = - 0.022808+0.89361Aln(GDPNflVN)-0.50206Aln(PM01/PC) 
(-0.8665) (1.8369) (-2.3088) 
- 0.54339(ln(RM0im).i-0.138231n(GDPMP/N).i 
(-1.9908) 
+ 0.761441n(PM0 l/PC)., -0.95005) -0.11115 DRMO1 
(-2.1129) 
i^=0.52477, adJ.B^=0.3nS5, S.E = 0.0410，D-W=lM65 
Equation H.20 
Aln(RM3/N)=-0.5399+0.17581n(GDPMP/N).i-0.24401nCRM3/N)-i-0.1092DM03 
(-0.9542) (1.1954) (-1.2418) (-1.4627) 
i?^=0.2614, adj.]^=O.mi, S.E=0.1117, D-W=2.6955 
Equation H.21 . 
A(RM59/TS[)=-1.5768+0.71933A(GDPMP/N) 
(-1.9244) (3.8308) 
-0.9458((RM59/N) .i-0.30473(GDPMPm) ]-1.0872) 
(-3.6267) 
y=0 .7165 , adj.P^=0.61%l, S.E=\A01\, D-PF=1.940 
Equation H.22 
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MC59 = RM59 + RE59 - -
Equation H.23 
MCOl =RM01 +RE01 
Equation H.24 
MC3 = RM3 + RE3 
Equation H.25 




(-2.1631)(-2.4027) (.1.7247) (2.2907) 
-0.0587DMS 
(-3.0860) 
7?^=0.8259, adj.B^=Qjn4, S.K=0.024^, D-W=2.029l 
Equation H.27 
M = MC + MS 
Equation H.28 
GDPMP = CP + CG + CF + IIS + E - M 
Equation H.29 
NDPMP = GDPMP - O^TLTCG) 
Equation H.30 
GDPFC = NDPMP - O^ITDA^CG) 
Equation H.31 











7^^=0.5468, adj.F^^QA%6A, S.E=Omi%, D-W=\.0\62 
Equation H.34 
NE = NIM + NEO 
Equation H.35 
A(NC)=-0.4496-0.8339NC.i+0.4908N.i 
(-2.4430) (-5.5639) (4.8696) 
7?^=0.7306, adj.I^=Q.6946, 5".^=0.0305,D-W=l.l201 
Equation H.36 




B^=0.5513, adj.B^=Q.5296, S.E=0.0405, D-)^=1.0091 
Equation H.38 
Aln(PCNS)=0.04188+0.3818Aln(PRA)+0.15161n(PRA)., 
(2.864) (3.6993) (1.8975) 
-0.30801n(PCNS).i+0.10391n(WMF).i-0.03l09DMPCNS 
(-1.2882) (0.5509) (-2.4102) 
7^=0.8344，adj.B^=0.16S4, S.K=O.Ol53, D-W=l.702S 
Equation H.39 
PC = (1 - WS/100)* PCNS + (WS/100)* PCS Equation H.40 Aln(PDEC)=0.0014477+0.87101 Aln(PIM) 
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(0.34841) (14.2626) — 
-0.37338(ln(PDEC).i-0.890051n(PIM).i-0.01329) 
(-1.9271) 






/^=0.60643, adJ.F^^0.55395, ^.£.=0.019652, D-W=0.64S22 
Equation H.42 
A(PCP) =0.05243+0.6760PDM.i-0.6463PCP.i 
(6.5109) (6.6430) (-6.1057) 
7^^=0.8799, a^ i^^=0 .8638 , S.E=0.0090, D-W=2.2302 
Equation H.43 
A(PEPBC)= -0.0194+0.2535PMK.i-0.1777PEPBC-i+0.0560*D96 
(-0.4465) (1.9518) (-1.7833) (1.3284) 
B^=0.2140, adj.B^=0.m4, S.E=0.0369, D-W=0.6m 
Equation H.44 
Aln(Pn>PD)=0.0083+1.0577Aln(PMK)+0.40401n(PMK).i-0.3757Aln(PIPPD)., 
(1.1232) (8.3661) (1.6807) (-1.5900) 




jR^=O.S65l, adj.I^=0.5219, S.E=0.0224, Z)-PF=1.0582 
Equation H.46 
A(PIG)=-0.0106-0.1766PIG.i+0.2581PMK.i-0.1188D75*PMK.i 
(-0.2874)(-2.1753) (2.3456) (-2.4100) 
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7?^=0.4114, 口办炉=0.2853，^'.£=0.0335, D-PF=1.4362 
Equation H.47 
NGDP = CP * PCP + IPBC * PIPBC + ffPD * PEPPD + IG * PIG 
+ REDM * PREDM + IPPL * P f fPL + CP * PCG + EC * PEC 
+ ES * PES + IIS * PIIS - MC * PIM - MS * PIMS 
Equation H.48 
P = NGDP/ GDPMP 
Equation H.49 
Aln(DSA>N)=0.2446-0.3378(DS/PN)-i+0.3247(GDPMP/N).i-0.01535IT.i 






(-1.0205)(-2.4156) (4.0708) (2.0575) 
-0.1589AIT -0.0728IT.i 
(-1.2733) (-0.6759) 
及�0.7938，adj.P^=0.1019, S.E=0.1964, D-W=2.6390 
Equation H.51 
A(CUR/PN)=0.9513-0.2020(CURy^N).i+0.01254(TDD/N).i-0.04900AIT 
(2.3158)(-1.1476) (0.9847) (-1.3797) 
-0.07586IT.i -0.00509DMCUR*(TDD/N) .i 
(-2.9132) (-3.2039) 
i^=0.7125, adj.F^=0.S921, 5".^=0.2448, D - W = i m O l 
Equation H.52 
M S l = C U R + DD 
Equation H.53 




(0.17067) (2.3869) (-2.0971) 
+ 8.1359 DNTI 
(3.0558) 
/^=0.60240, adj.B^=0.53905, S.E=2A644, D-W=2AU% 
Equation H.55 








KPBC = 0.93KPBC.i+IPBC 
Equation H.58 
KPPD = 0.93KPPD.i+IPPD 
Equation H.59 
DC = ^ D R ^ I P B C . j + f d i * I P P D . i 
j=0 i=0 
Equation H.60 
TB = PDEC * DEC - (RM + RE) * PIM + RE * PRE 
Equation H.61 
TDD = CP + CG + CF + IIS 
Equation H.62 
K = KPBC + KPPD 
Equation H.63 
TX = (NTl + NTD)/ PCG 
Equation H.64 
PEC = (DEC * PDEC + RE * PRE)/ EC 
Equation H.65 
PCF = ( IPBC * PIPBC + IPPD * PIPPD + IPPL * P f f P L + 
88 
REDM * PREDM + IG * PIG)/ CF 
Equation H.66 






if=0.67778, adj.jf=0.6348l, S.K=0.02l752, D-W=XA11^ 
Equation H.68 
REXUS = PEC / (EXUSA * PEUSA) 
Equation H.69 
REXGER = PEC / (EXGER * PEGER) 
Equation H.70 
REXW = PEC / ( EXUSA * PEW) 
ESTIMATED EQUATIONS OF THE CfflNESE MAINLAND MODEL ( n=19) 
Equation C1 
A ln(CPcmc) 二 0.04219 + 0.44967 A ln(TDDc/Nc) 
(4.1452) (3.7354) 
-0.74342 (ln(CPc/Nc).i - 0.687571n(TDDc/Nc)., 
(-1.63278) 
-0.088175ln(QMc/Nc).i - 1.0705) 
if=0.4861, adj.I^=0M16, 5'.^.=0.0242, D-W=XA3S1 
Equation C2 





7?^=0.7823, adJ.I^=0.1533, S.E=0.0464, D-W=\.S\U 
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Equation C3 




(-0.9044) (2.1150) (-3.1764) (-5.0104) 
-0.5287(ln(ECHKc).i - 2.95821n(GDPMP).i+ 0.79281n(REXHKc).i 
(-1.7424) 
+0.04429DEHKc.iln(GDPMP).i+13.8592) 








Aln(ESc) = 0.0264+0.5545Aln(TAc)+0.9085Aln(EEREXc) +0.6161DECc 




7^=0.5927, adJ.J^=0A674, S.E=0.m9, D-W=2A549 
Equation C8 
TEc = ECc + ESc “ 
Equation C9 
Aln(MCc/Nc) = -0.4660 + 2.4295 Aln(GDPc/Nc)-
0.2741A1 n(EERMCc)+0.2909DMCc 





7?^=0.7185, adj.I^=^0.6318, 5'.^=0.1264, D-W=l.9S96 一 
Equation C10 
Aln(MSc/Nc) = -0.01864 + 2.8000Aln(GDPc/Nc)+0.5965ADMSc 




炉=0.6659，a d j. I^=0.5 9 4 4, S.E.=0A946, D-W=l.9632 
Equation C l l 
TMc = MCc + MSc 
Equation C12 
Aln(PCPc) = 0.03876 + 0.5100Aln(RPIc) 
(2.1412) (2.8029) � 
i^=0.3293, adj.jR^=0.2S14, S.E=0.052ll, Z)-]^=1.0634 
Equation C13 
Aln(PCGc) = 0.01857 + 0.51834Aln(RPIc) 
(1.1085) (3.0770) 
R^=0.31ll, adJ.B^=0.332S, ^.£=0.0483, D-W=lMn 
Equation C14 
Aln(PCFFc) = 0.01545 + 0.3655AInOWc) +0.1373DPCFFc 
(1.3648) (4.4767) (5.9180) 
-0.3245(ln(PCFFc).i-0.58061nO^Wc)-i-0.03944) 
(-3.1799) 











-0.81251n(PEWc).i + 0.0036525) 
i?^=0.8533, adJ.I^=O.S339, S.E=0.02S6, D-W=l.6562 
Equation C18 




R^=0A636, adJ.B^=0.34Sl, S.E=0.0416, D-PF=1.09421 
Equation C19 




炉=0.8858，adJ.J^=0.8613, ^.£.=0.02619, Z)-PF=1.7846 
Equation C20 




J^=OA483, adJ.J^=0.3302, S.E=0.0626, D-W=2.2433 
Equation C21 
Aln(QMcmc)= 0.1629 + 1.5350Aln(GDPc/Nc)+0.0071ARc 
(4.5587) (3.2170) (2.3611) 
-1.4797 DMQMc Aln(GDPc/Nc) 
( -4 .2356) 
i^=0.6405, adJ.J^=0.5634, S.E=0.0564, D-W=l3151 
Equation C22 
M2c = M l c + QMc 
Equation C23 
• GDPc = CPc + CFFc + CFSc + CGc + ECc + ESc - MCc- MSc 
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Equation C24 
NGDPc = PCPc * CPc + PCFFc * CFFc + PCFSc * CFSc 
+ PCGc * CGc + PECc * OECc+ESc) 
- P M C c * (MCc+MSc) 
Equation C25 
TDDc = CPc + CFFc + CFSc + CGc 
Equation C26 
NTDDc = PCPc * CPc + PCFFc * CFFc + PCFSc * CFSc 
+ PCGc * CGc 
Equation C27 
TBc = ECc-MCc 
Equation C28 
TTBc= ECc + ESc - MCc - MSc 
Equation C29 
EEREXc =(( ECHUS /(0.033 * EUKUS + 0.3023 * EJAUS + 0.4193 * EHKUS 
+ 0.0668 * ESIUS + 0.0489 * EGEUS + 0.1296 * EUSUS)) * CPEEX) 
Equation C30 
EEREVIc =(( ECHUS /(0.0346 * EUKUS + 0.4841 * EJAUS + 0.1704 * EHKUS 
+ 0.0109*ESIUS + 0.097 * EGEUS + 0.203 * EUSUS)) * CPIIMC)/PGDPC 
Equation C31 




REXHKc = PECc/((ECHUSy^HKUS)*PEC) 
Endogenous Variables: 
The Hong Kong Model 
1. CPD :Private consumption expenditure on durable goods in constant 
(1990) dollars. 
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2. CPF :Private consumption expenditure on food in constant (1990) dollars. 
3. CPN :Private consumption expenditure on non-durable goods in constant 
(1990) dollars. 
4. CPS :Private consumption expenditure on services in constant (1990) dollars. 
5. CP :Private consumption expenditure, in constant (1990) dollars. 
6. IPBC :Private sector investment in building and construction, in constant 
(1990) dollars. 
7. IPPD :Private sector investment in plant, machinery and equipment in constant 
(1990) dollars. 
8. CF :Gross domestic fixed capital formation, in constant (1990) dollars. 
9. DEC01 :Domestic exports of goods under SITC 0 and 1, in constant (1990) 
dollars. 
10. DECEC :Domestic exports o f � g o o d s under SITC 5 and 9 to the European 
Economic Community, in constant (1990) dollars. 
11. DECUS :Domestic exports ofgoods under SITC 5 and 9 to the United States, in 
constant (1990) dollars. 
12. DECC :Domestic exports of goods under SITC 5 and 9 to the China, in constant 
(1990) dollars. 
13. DEC59 :Domestic exports of goods under SITC 5 and 9, in constant 
(1990)dollars. 
14. DEC :Domestic exports of goods, in constant (1990) dollars. 
15. RE :Re-export of goods, in constant (1990) dollars. 
16. EC :Total exports of goods, in constant (1990) dollars. 
17. ES :Exports of services, in constant (1990) dollars. 
18. E :Total exports of goods and services, in constant (1990) dollars. 
19. RM01 :Retained imports of goods under SITC 0 and 1’ in constant (1990) 
dollars. 
20. RM3 :Retained imports ofgoods under SITC 3，in constant (1990) dollars. 
21. RM59 :Retained imports of goods under SITC 5 and 9，in constant (1990) 
dollars. 
22. MC59 :Total imports ofgoods under SITC 5 and 9, in constant (1990) dollars. 
23. MCOl :Imports of goods under SITC 0 and 1，in constant (1990) dollars. 
. 2 4 . MC3 :Imports ofgoods under SITC 3, in constant (1990) dollars. 
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25. MC :Total imports of goods, in constant (1990) dollars. 
26. MS :Imports of services, in constant (1990) dollars. 
27. M :Total imports of goods and services, in constant (1990) dollars. 
28. GDPMP :Gross domestic product at market prices, in constant (1990) dollars. 
29. NDPMP :Net domestic product at market prices, in constant (1990) dollars. 
30. GDPFC :Gross domestic product at factor cost, in constant (1990) dollars. 
31. Y :Personal disposable income, in constant (1990) dollars. 
32. XM :Value added in manufacturing sector, in constant (1990) dollars. 
33. WMF :Nominal wage rate index (including fringe benefits) for manufacturing 
workers, 1990 = 100. 
34. NE :Total employed persons, million persons. 
35. NC ;Total labour force, million persons. 
36. UE :Unemployment rate (%). 
37. WBC ;Wage rate index in building and construction sector, 1990 = 100. 
38. PCNS :Consumer price index (A), excluding the services sector, 1990 = 100. 
39. PC :Consumer price index (A), 1990 = 100. 
40. PDEC :Implicit price deflator for domestic exports, 1990 = 100. 
41. PRA :Rent index, 1990 = 100. 
42. PCP :Implicit price deflator of private consumption expenditure, 1990 = 100. 
43. PIPBC :Implicit price deflator of private sector investment in building and 
construction, 1990 = 100. 
44. PIPPD :Implicit price deflator of private sector investment in plant, machinery 
and equipment, 1990 = 100. 
45. PCG :Implicit price deflator of government consumption expenditure, 1990 = 
100. 
46. PIG :Implicit price deflator of public investment, 1990 = 100. 
47. NGDP :Gross domestic product, in current dollars. 
48. P :Implicit GDP deflator, 1990 = 100. 
49. DS :Savings deposits with licensed banks, in current dollars. 
50. DD :Demand deposits with licensed banks, in current dollars. 
51. CUR :Currency (in hands of public), in current dollars. 
52. MS1 :Money supply definition 1，in current dollars. 
53. MS2 :Money supply definition 2, in current dollars. 
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54. NTI :Indirect tax in current dollars, including government subsidies. 
55. NY :Nominal income. 
56. NTD :Direct tax, in current dollars. 
57. KPBC :Capital stock in building and construction in private sector, in constant 
(1990) dollars. 
58. KPPD :Capital stock in plant, machinery and equipment in private sector, in 
constant (1990) dollars. 
59. DC :Depreciation, private investment in plant, machinery and equipment, and 
in building and construction, in constant (1990) dollars. 
60. TB :Visible trade balance, in current dollars. 
61. TDD ;Total domestic demand,, in constant (1990) dollars. 
62. K :TotaI stock of capital, in constant (1990) dollars.. 
63. TX :Total tax receipts, in constant (1990) dollars. 
64. PEC :Implicit price deflator of total exports of goods, 1990= 100. 
65. PCF :Implicit price deflator of gross domestic fixed capital formation, 
1990=100. 
66. PDM :Implicit price deflatorof domestic demand, 1990=100. 
67. PES :Implicit price deflator of exports of services, 1990=100. 
68. REXUS :Relative prices ofHong Kong exports to U.S. exports. 
69. :Relative prices ofHong Kong exports to German exports. 
REXGER 
70. REXW :Relative prices ofHong Kong exports to world exports. 
The China Model 
1. CPc :Private consumption, in constant (1990) RMB 
2. CFFc :Gross fixed capital formation, in constant (1990)RMB 
3. CFc :Gross capital formation, in constant (1990) RMB 
4. ECHKc :Exports of goods tb HK, in constant( 1990) RMB 
5. ECROWc :Exports of goods to rest of the world, in constant (1990)RMB 
6. ECc :Total exports of goods, in constant (1990) RMB 
7. ESc :Exports of services, in constant (1990) RMB 
8. TEc :Total exports of goods and services, in constant (1990) RMB 
9. MCc :Total imports ofgoods, in constant (1990) RMB 
10.MSc :Total imports of services, in constant (1990) RMB 
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11 .TMc :Total imports of goods and services, in constant (1990) RMB 
12.PCPc :Deflator for private consumption (1990=1) 
13 .PCGc :Deflator for government consumption (1990= 1) 
14.PCFFc :Deflator for gross fixed capital formation (1990= 1) 
15.PDc :Deflator for total domestic demand (1990= 1) 
16. PGDPc :Implicit deflator for gross domestic product (1990= 1) 
17. PECc :Deflator for exports of goods and services (1990= 1) 
18. RPIc :Retail price index (1990=1) 
19. NWc :Nominal wage index (1990=1) 
20. M l c :Money supply definition 1, in constant (1990) RMB 
21. M2c :Money supply definition 2，in constant (1990) RMB 
22. QMc :Quasi money, in constant (1990) RMB 
23. GDPc :Gross domestic product (expenditure approach), in constant (1990) 
RMB 
24. NGDPc :Gross domestic product, in current price, RJVEB 
25. TDDc :Total domestic demand, in constant (1990) RMB 
26. NTDDc :Nominal total domestic demand, in current prices 
27. TBc :Visible trade balance, in constant (1990) RMB 
28. TTBc :Total trade balance, in constant (1990) RMB 
29. EEREXc :Real effective exchange rate(exports weighted) 
30. EERIMc :Real effective exchange rate(imports weighted) 
31. Rc :Real interest rate 
32. APLc :Average product ofLabour, in constant (1990) RMB 
33. REXHKc :Relative prices of Chinese mainland exports to Hong Kong exports 
Exogenous Variables: 
The Hong Kong Model 
CD :Negotiable certificates issued by licensed banks and held outside the 
monetary Sector. 
CG :Government consumption expenditure, in constant (1990) dollars. 
CPO :Private consumption expenditure on goods other than the expenditure in 
the domestic market in constant (1990) dollars. 
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DEC24 :Domestic exports of goods under SITC 2 and 4, in constant (1990) 
dollars. 
DEC3 :Domestic exports of goods under SITC 3, in constant (1990) dollars. 
DECROW :Domestic exports of goods under SITC 5 to 9 to countries other than 
China, the European Economic Community and the United States in 
constant (1990) dollars. 
DT :Time deposit with licensed banks, in current dollars. 
di :Depreciation rate for plant, machinery and equipment, i = 0’ ，15. 
DRi :Depreciation rate for building and construction, i = 0’ ,19. 
EX :Trade-weighted effective exchange rate index, Dec. 18，1971 = 100 
EXGER :Exchange rates o f H K D against Deutsche Mark in Index form, 1990 = 
100. . 
EXUSA :Exchange rates o f H K D against USD in index form, 1990 = 100. 
IG :Government sector investment, in constant (1990) dollars. 
IIS :Increase in stocks, in constant (1990) dollars. 
BVlCC :International movements of commercial cargo, million tonnes. 
EPPL :Transfer costs ofland and buildings, in constant (1990) dollars. 
EBL :Prime lending rate provided by principal banks, % per annum, end of 
period figures. 
IT :12-month time deposits rate paid by principal banks, % per annum, end 
of period figures. 
N :Population，million persons. 
NEO :Persons engaged in all sector except the manufacturing sector, million 
persons. 
N M :Persons engaged in manufacturing sector, million persons. 
PCS :Consumer price index (A) of the services sector, 1990 = 100. 
PEGER :Index of export prices of Germany, 1990 = 100. 
PEUSA :Index ofexport prices ofU.S.A., 1990 = 100. 
PEW :Index of export prices o f the world, 1990 = 100. 
PIIS :Implicit price deflator of changes in stocks, 1990 = 100. 
PIM :Implicit price deflator ofimports of goods, 1990 = 100. 
PIMS :Implicit price deflator of imports of sen/ices, 1990 = 100. 
PIPPL :Price deflator oftransfer costs ofland and buildings, 1990 = 100. 
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PM01 :Unit value index for imports of goods under SITC 0 and 1，1990 = 100. 
PMK :Unit value index for imports of capital goods, 1990 = 100. 
PRE :Implicit price deflator of re-exports, 1990 = 100. 
PREDM :Implicit price deflator of real estate developers' margin, 1990 = 100. 
RE01 :Re-exports of goods under SITC 0 and 1, in constant (1990) dollars. 
RE24 :Re-exports of goods under SITC 2 and 4，in constant (1990) dollars. 
RE3 :Re-exports of goods under SITC 3，in constant (1990) dollars. 
RE59 :Re-exports of goods under SITC 5 to 9，in constant (1990) dollars. 
REDM :Real estate developers' margin, in constant (1990) dollars. 
RM2 :Retained imports of goods under SITC 2, in constant (1990) dollars. 
RM4 :Retained imports of goods under SITC 4, in constant (1990) dollars. 
T :Time trend. 
T89 :Linear spline time dimension variable, max(T-22, 0). 
WS :The weight of the services sector in the consumer price index (A), in %. 
D3 :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1983, 1984, 1985, 1988, 1991 and 
1993 to account for low demand for oil imports. 
D6 :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned tol991 and 1993 — 1996. 
D70 :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1979, 1980, 1994, 1996. 
D74 :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1982, 1983. 
D75 :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1985. , 
D87 :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1987 - 1991. 
D88 :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1988, 1990. 
D96 :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1996. 
DDS :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1988’ 1989 and 1994. 
DM59 :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1985, 1989, 1993 and 1996. 
DMC :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1994-1996. 
DMCPF :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1988, 1991, 1992, 1997. 
DMCPN :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1979, 1981, 1995, 1996. 
DMCPS :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 89-96. 
DMCUR :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1979, 1980, 1984, 1994’ 1996. 
DMDD :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1994. 
DMDECUS :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1985, 1988 - 1996. 
DMPCNS :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1985, 1986, 1996. 
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DMS :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1982, 1985, 1995, 1996. 一 一 
The China Model 
CARc :Volumes of goods in external trade, in thousand metric tons 
CFSc :Change in stocks, in constant (1990) RMB 
CGc :government consumption, in constant (1990) RMB 
CPIEXc :Chinese mainland exports weighted consumer price indexes for 
the US, Japan, Germany, Hong Kong, Br i t i sh, Sinapore 
CPIMCc :Chinese mainland imports weighted consumer price indexes for 
the US, Japan, Germany, Hong Kong, British, Sinapore 
DEHKc :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 93-96; 0, otherwise 
DEROWc :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 94; 0，otherwise 
DESc :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 94; 0, otherwise 
DMCc :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 94-96; 0’ otherwise 
DMCFFc :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 89; 0, otherwise 
DMPCFFc :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 93; 0’ otherwise 
DMQMc :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 85-96; 0’ otherwise 
DMRPIc :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 89; 0’ otherwise 
DMSc :Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 92-96; 0, otherwise 
EBRUS :Exchange rates ofBritish Pound against USD in index form, 
1990=1 
ECHUS :Exchange rates o f R M B against U S D in index form, 1990=1 
EGEUS :Exchange rates of Germany Mark against U S D in index form, 
1990=1 
EHKUS :Exchange rates o f H K D against USD in index form, 1990=1 
EJAUS :Exchange rates of Japan Yen against U S D in index form, 1990=1 
ESIUS :Exchange rates of Singapore Dollar against USD in index form, 
1990=1 
EUSUS :Exchange rates o f U S D against USD, i.e. 1 assigned to 78-96. 
FDIc :Foreign direct investment, in constant (1990) RMB 
niC :nominal one-year time deposit interest rate 
Lc :Total number of employment, in billions 
100 
Nc :population in China (mid-year), in billions 
PCFSc :Deflator for change in stock, 1990=1 
PMCc :Deflator for imports of goods and services, 1990= 1 
TAc :Tourist arrivals, in millions 
Remarks 
1. For Hong Kong model, all variables, unless otherwise specified, are expressed in billions of Hong 
Kong dollars. 
2. For Chinese mainland model, all variables, unless otherwise specified, are expressed in billions of 
Uie Chinese RMB. 
3. RffiL = ffiL - 0"C/PC, - 1) • 100 




The link model consists of two models: the Hong Kong model, and the China 
model. The principal data sources for the Hong Kong model at.e Estimates of Gross 
Domestic Product 1978 to 1996; Hong Kong Economic ProspecL\\ and Hong Kong 
Monthly Digest of Statistics, and International Financial Statistics. The principal data 
sources for the China model are Statistical Year-Book of China (hereafter referred to 
as SYC) from 1988 to 1996; International Financial Statistics (hereafter referred to as 
EFS). Since the data for Hong Kong model are easy to come by, the details are 
omitted in this thesis. The main discussion of this chapter will be on the data 
compilation for the China model. The sample period for the model is 1978 - 1996. 
Components of GDP 
As the model determines expenditure using the GDP and its main components, 
the GDP statistics from the expenditure approach in national income accounting are 
used. GDP statistics are disaggregated into three main components in the SYC, 
namely, Final Consumption Expenditure, Gross Capital Formation, and Net Export of 
Goods and Services. 
For Final Consumption, it can be further decomposed into Household 
Consumption (CPC), and Government Consumption (CGC). They are deflated by the 
^ 
household consumption deflator (PCPC), and the government consumption deflator 
(PCGC), respectively. Since these deflators are available up to 1995, the figures for 
1996 are derived by utilizing the percentage change of the implicit GDP deflator. 
For Gross Capital Formation, it can be further decomposed into Gross Fixed 
Capital Formation (CFFC) and Change in Stock (CFSC). They are deflated by the 
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implicit deflator of Gross Fixed Capital Formation (PCFFC), and deflator of Change — 
in Stock (PCFSC). Since these deflators are available up to 1995, the figures for 1996 
are derived by applying by the percentage change ofimplicit GDP deflator. 
For foreign sector, only the data on Net Export of Goods and Services on FOB 
(Free on Board) basis and measured in nominal terms are provided in the SYC. This 
classification is largely different from the international standard. In order to analyze 
the international trade in detail, it is desirable to disaggregate the foreign trade 
statistics into exports of goods, imports of goods, exports of services and imports of 
services. Unfortunately, the data series are not good enough to be used in modeling 
the foreign sector. � 
For foreign trade statistics, there are two potential data sources. One is the 
customs statistics for foreign trade. Another is the trade statistics from balance of 
payment account, which are published in the World Table prior to 1982 and in the EFS 
thereafter. 
For merchandise trade statistics, customs statistics for exports/imports of goods 
in China provide an advantage for modeling purpose, that is’ the customs statistics for 
exports/imports of goods allow for further decomposition either by country or by 
commodity. As one of the China-Hong Kong economic connections is the trade 
linkage, the data series of China exports of goods to Hong Kong is very important. 
The customs statistics for merchandise trade will therefore be used. The customs 
statistics for exports of goods are recorded in FOB basis which is compatible to that 
of the national income account. However, the imports of goods are recorded on the 
CEF (Costs, Insurance and Fright) basis. Since the statistics for imports of goods are 
not compatible to the trade component in the GDP, they are converted into FOB basis 
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by a conversion factor. The conversion factor is defined as the ratio of imports of 
goods at FOB basis and imports of goods at CIF basis published in IFS, 
The exports/imports of services are proxied by the exports/ imports of non-factor 
services in balance of payment statistics published in the IFS. These data are available 
since 1982. The data prior to 1982 are taken from the World Tahk. 
With regard to the deflators of foreign trade statistics, the official statistics have 
been published in the Almanac of China's Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, 
1992. These statistics, including the export price index and import price index, are 
available up to 1990. Since these series are not long enough to cover the sample 
period, they will not be used. Umezaki,(1998) estimates the foreign trade deflators by 
utilizing the World Bank's estimates of exports and imports unit value index for the 
period 1978 to 1993. Between 1994 and 1996, umezaki estimates the export and 
import deflators based on the China customs statistics. Since there is no other 
alternatives, all the foreign trade statistics are deflated by these deflators. In addition, 
all the series on the foreign trade were recorded in US dollars. They are converted into 
the Renminbi (RMB) by the (period average) official exchange rate published in the 
IFS. Table 12 presents the various data series for foreign trade. They are compared to 
the original net exports of goods and services in national income account. The 
comparison shows that the net exports of goods and services are close to the balance 
of payment statistics since 1985. 
Monetary Statistics 
For monetary statistics, most studies in the existing literature use currency in 
circulation as a measure of money. For example, Chow (1987) studies the 
relationship between price and money supply in China by using currency in 
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circulation (MO) as a measure of money supply. However, this measurement of 
money is a very narrow of money supply. The MO accounts for about 20 percent of 
total money supply between 1985 to 1996. Two broader definitions of money are 
available officially since 1985. They are ‘Money (Ml)’ and ‘Broad Money (M2)'. 
Since the available official statistics are not sufficiently long to cover the sample 
period, they will not be used. Yi (1994) suggests two alternative measures for 
monetary statistics in China. One is adopted from IFS, another is constructed from 
the banking balance sheets in China. 
IFS publishes two money supply statistics in China since 1977. They are 
‘Money，and ‘Quasi-money，. According to the definition of IFS, the item ‘Money’ 
consists of MO and demand deposits while ‘Quasi-money’ consists savings deposits 
and time deposits. A broader money stock can be defined as ‘Money’ plus the 'Quasi-
money' 
The banking balance sheets in China are available officially since 1952. They 
are published in the SYC. According to the argument of Yi (1994), most of 
institutions and enterprises in China clear their transactions either by intra- or inter-
bank transfer of money and this money is not freely convertible to Cash. Therefore, 
the deposits from institutions and enterprises are very similar to the demand deposits 
in other economies. The narrow money supply can be defined as summation ofMO, 
savings deposits from institutions and savings deposits from enterprises. The broader 
money supply can be defined as summation of the narrow money supply, the savings 
deposits from urban households and the savings deposits from rural households. 
Since there does not exist a generally accepted criterion for choosing the 
definition for money supply, both sets of the statistics described above are tried in the 
• model estimation. Since the set of monetary statistics from banking balance sheet 
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gives more satisfactory statistical results, it will be used in the model. 
All the monetary statistics are deflated by the implicit GDP deflator. Besides, 
nominal interest rate is proxied by the one-year time deposit rate that is extracted from 
the SYC. 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 
In this study, data for the foreign direct investment are disaggregated into ‘Hong 
Kong’ and ‘non-Hong Kong’ sources. These series are available since 1983 in the 
SYC. Prior to the year of 1983, only the average figure for FDl was published for the 
period 1978-1982. The annual FDI figures for the years 1978 to 1982 are estimated by 
applying the average growth rate of FDI between 1983 and 1996. The original data 
are denominated in US dollars. They are converted into RMB by (period average) 
official exchange rate and they are deflated by the implicit GDP deflator. 
Real Effective Exchange Rate 
Two effective exchange rates are used in this model. They are real export-
weighted effective exchange rate (EEREX) and real import-weighted effective 
exchange rate (EERMC). The exchange rates of six major trading partners of China 
(Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, the United State and United Kingdom) are 
included in the calculation of the effective exchange rates. Weights are assigned for 
each country according to the geometric average of exports/imports share between the 
year 1983-86. These weights are used for calculating the weighted nominal exchange 
rate indexes and the weighted consumer price indexes. The (period average) 
exchange rates and consumer price indexes of the six countries are taken from the 
IFS, while the price index for China is the implicit GDP deflator. 
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